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Profile

The Kobe Steel Group, a global enterprise built around Kobe Steel, Ltd., is
engaged in a wide range of fields, with its major businesses concentrated on
materials and machinery. The materials businesses comprise iron and steel,
welding, and aluminum and copper products, while machinery includes industrial
and construction machinery, as well as natural resources and engineering and
environmental solutions. Other important businesses are wholesale power supply
and real estate.
Under its medium- to long-term business vision, KOBELCO VISION “G,”
begun in April 2010, Kobe Steel creates and markets “Only One” products—
original products defying imitation and born of unique technical development
prowess. At the same time, the Kobe Steel Group is committed to strengthening
monozukuri-ryoku, its manufacturing capabilities. Furthermore, Kobe Steel
is accelerating global business development utilizing the Group’s collective
strengths that arise from the fusion of its diverse knowledge and skill.
Unified under the KOBELCO brand, the Kobe Steel Group has set its sights
on sustained growth in partnership with society.

Founded

1905
Consolidated subsidiaries
and equity-method affiliates

Common stock

¥233.3 billion

207

Employees

Consolidated net sales

34,772

¥1,858.6 billion

(Consolidated)

Total assets

¥2,231.5 billion

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this annual report contain forward-looking statements concerning forecasts, assertions,
prospects, intentions and strategies. The decisions and assumptions leading to these statements were based
on information currently available to Kobe Steel. Due to possible changes in decisions and assumptions,
future business operation, and internal and external conditions, actual results may differ materially from the
projected forward-looking statements. Kobe Steel is not obligated to revise the forward-looking contents in
this publication.
Uncertain and variable factors include, but are not limited to:
t$IBOHFTJOFDPOPNJDPVUMPPL EFNBOEBOENBSLFUDPOEJUJPOT
t1PMJUJDBMTJUVBUJPOBOEUSBEFBOEPUIFSSFHVMBUJPOT
t$IBOHFTJODVSSFODZFYDIBOHFSBUFT
t"WBJMBCJMJUZBOENBSLFUDPOEJUJPOTPGSBXNBUFSJBMT
t1 SPEVDUTBOETFSWJDFTPGDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOJFT QSJDJOHQPMJDZ BMMJBODFT BOECVTJOFTTEFWFMPQNFOU
JODMVEJOH."T
t4USBUFHZDIBOHFTPGBMMJBODFQBSUOFST

Thorough pursuit of high-end
“Only One” products, technologies and
services and further improvement of
manufacturing strengths
Accelerating global business development
that more fully realizes the Group’s comprehensive strengths
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To Our Shareholders

In fiscal 2010, the first year of the Kobe Steel
Group’s medium- to long-term business vision
entitled KOBELCO VISION “G,” both revenues
and earnings increased compared with the previous fiscal year.
The Group is steadily bolstering its operating
platform and overseas business while taking
significant strides toward realizing its mediumto long-term business vision.

Hiroshi Sato, President, CEO and Representative Director

I would like to start off by expressing my deepest condo-

backdrop, the sales volumes of the Group’s steel, aluminum

lences to the victims and my sympathies to everyone who

and copper rolled products surpassed those of the previous

was affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake of March

fiscal year, buoyed by firm demand from manufacturing indus-

11, 2011. The Kobe Steel Group has a number of facilities in

tries in and outside Japan. Unit sales of hydraulic excavators

eastern Japan including the Moka Plant in Tochigi Prefecture,

greatly exceeded those of fiscal 2009 primarily behind growing

which manufactures aluminum flat products. Fortunately,

EFNBOEJO$IJOB"TBSFTVMU DPOTPMJEBUFEOFUTBMFTJODSFBTFE

however, none of these facilities suffered any fatalities or sig-

¥187.6 billion, to ¥1,858.6 billion. Meanwhile, despite the

nificant damage. Nevertheless, many of our business partners

impact of rising prices of steel raw materials, ordinary income

received direct damage from the earthquake, which has, as

surged ¥78.8 billion, to ¥89.1 billion on the back of higher

BSFTVMU BGGFDUFEQSPEVDUJPO"MUIPVHIUIF,PCF4UFFM(SPVQ

sales volumes, cost reductions and other factors. The financial

XBTEFWBTUBUFECZUIF(SFBU)BOTIJO"XBKJ&BSUIRVBLFUIBU

impact that the Great East Japan Earthquake had on Company

struck in 1995, we were able to recover thanks to the sup-

earnings, including the opportunity loss of decreased produc-

QPSU PG NBOZ QFPQMF "T B DPNQBOZ UIBU IBT FYQFSJFODFE

tion levels, was –¥3.0 billion on an ordinary income basis.

past devastation, Kobe Steel has been providing assistance to
disaster areas. Supplying our products and technologies, we

Progress of Medium- to Long-Term Business Vision

are hoping to meet social needs and contribute in a small way

and Issues to be Addressed

to the recovery effort.

The Group is steadily implementing measures for achieving its
corporate vision outlined in its medium- to long-term business

Fiscal 2010 Overview

vision entitled KOBELCO VISION “G,” which was announced

Thanks to the economic stimulus measures of various coun-

in fiscal 2010. With the pursuit of growth and business expan-

tries and the growth of emerging economies including China,

sion as one of the pillars of KOBELCO VISION “G,” the status

the developed economies of Japan, the United States and

of key initiatives in each segment thus far is as follows.

&VSPQFDPOUJOVFEPOBTMPXQBUIUPSFDPWFSZ"HBJOTUUIJT
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Iron and Steel Business
▶ The Company decided to build a new production line for
high-strength cold-rolled steel sheet for use in automobiles
at its joint venture with U.S.-based United States Steel
Corporation. It aims to expand into other world regions with
similar projects.
▶ Having recently established the Global Business Planning
Department within the Company’s head office, Kobe Steel
will examine projects that can utilize the direct reduced
JSPOUFDIOPMPHZPGUIF/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBOE&OHJOFFSJOH
Business.
▶ "  OFX DPNQBOZ XBT FTUBCMJTIFE JO UIF UJUBOJVN GJFME
in Japan. Plans call for the installation of Japan’s first
advanced 50,000-metric-ton forging press. The company
will produce large forgings for aircraft, a field with global
growth prospects.

Kobelco Construction Machinery
▶ "  OFXMZ FTUBCMJTIFE NBOVGBDUVSJOH CBTF JO *OEJB DPNmenced production.
▶ Production capacity will be increased at manufacturing
bases to accommodate demand growth in each region.
▶ "  (MPCBM &OHJOFFSJOH $FOUFS (&$  XJMM CF TFU VQ JO
Hiroshima as a base to manage global production and
development and drive our global strategy forward.
Kobelco Cranes
▶ " EFDJTJPOXBTNBEFUPTFUVQOFXNBOVGBDUVSJOHCBTFT
in India and China, which are now under construction. We
seek to increase our competitive edge through greater local
procurement.
The ability to supply distinctive technologies, products and

Welding Business

services by applying the original technologies and know-how

▶ Sales companies were established in India and South Korea.

developed by each business and merging them together is a

▶ Production capacity was increased at existing manufacturing bases in China and further increases in capacity will
be considered. We will also look into expanding into other
world regions.

strength of the Kobe Steel Group. We will leverage this strength
to capture demand in growth regions and fields with the goal
of establishing the Group’s presence in global markets.
In Conclusion

Aluminum and Copper Business

The Kobe Steel Group views the returning of profits to share-

▶ "NBOVGBDUVSJOHBOETBMFTDPNQBOZGPSBMVNJOVNGPSHJOHT
for automobile suspensions was established in China.

holders and the periodic distribution of those profits as one

▶ , PCF4UFFMXJMMFYQBOEPWFSTFBT FTQFDJBMMZJOUP"TJB JO
these and other product areas.

dividends on a stable and continuous basis. The actual amount

Machinery Business
▶ Production capacity was increased at compressor manuGBDUVSJOHCBTFTJO$IJOBBOE/PSUI"NFSJDB"OFRVJUZTUBLF
was taken in a Chinese compressor manufacturer.

of its most important management issues. The Group pays
of the dividend is decided after taking into full account the
Company’s performance, dividend payout ratio, investment
capital needs for future growth, relative improvement in financial
position, and other factors. The standard dividend payout ratio
that we are targeting for now is 15% to 25% of consolidated

▶ "  NBOVGBDUVSJOH BOE TBMFT DPNQBOZ GPS UJSF BOE SVCCFS
machinery was established in India.

net income. Based on these policies, in fiscal 2010, we paid an

▶ We will examine the possibility of entering the South
"NFSJDBONBSLFU

We will continue to contribute to society by providing origi-

interim and year-end dividend of ¥1.5 per share.
nal technologies, products and services. To this end, I would
like to ask for your continued understanding and support.

Natural Resources and Engineering Business
▶ The first commercial plant using the ITmk3® Process, a new
ironmaking technology developed by Kobe Steel, comNFODFEPQFSBUJPOJO.JOOFTPUB 64"MBTUZFBS"TFDPOE
and third such project for Vietnam and India are now under
study.

"VHVTU

Kobelco Eco-Solutions
▶ "TVCTJEJBSZJO7JFUOBNBOEKPJOUWFOUVSFDPNQBOZJO*OEJB
were established. Our focus will be on developing the water
treatment business primarily from these two bases.

Hiroshi Sato
President, CEO and Representative Director

▶ Market highly efficient waste power generation plants in
Europe.
"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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KOBELCO at a Glance

Net sales

– Fiscal 2010

ROE

+11.2%

¥1,858.6 billion
Operating
income

9.9 %
ROA

+170.7%

¥124.6 billion
Ordinary
income

Debt/Equity
ratio

+768.4%

Dividend
per share

¥52.9 billion

4
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+¥1.50

¥3.00

(%)

■ Iron and Steel Business 43.5
■ Welding Business 4.0
■ Aluminum and Copper Business 15.7
■ Machinery Business 8.0
■ Natural Resources
and Engineering Business 3.3
■ Kobelco Eco-Solutions 3.6
■ Kobelco Construction Machinery 16.2
■ Kobelco Cranes 2.1
■ Other Businesses 3.4

Composition of net sales by business segment includes intersegment
transactions and adjustments.

-0.2 point

1.4 times

+739.7%

Composition of net sales by business segment

+2.1 points

2.4 %

¥89.1 billion
Net income

+8.6 points

Composition of net sales by geographic area

■ Japan 64.2
■ China 14.2
■ Other areas 21.6

Composition of net sales by geographic area is classified
by country based on customer location.

(%)

Net sales and Ordinary income (loss)

Net income (loss) and ROE

■ ■ Net sales (¥ billion)

■ ■ Net income (loss) (¥ billion)

●

Ordinary income (loss) (¥ billion)

●

2,132.4 2,177.3
1,667.3
1,443.8

109.7

1,858.6

1,910.3
183.3

176.9

1,198.0 1,204.8 1,219.2

52.9

51.3
116.0

18.6

89.1

22.1

60.9

50.8

10.3

19.5
14.9

14.5

7.1

1.7

35.4

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

02

11

-31.4

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

Total assets and ROA

Outside debt and Debt/Equity ratio

■ ■ Total assets (¥ billion)

■ ■ Outside debt (¥ billion)

●

ROA (%)

2,241.6 2,329.0 2,295.5 2,249.3
2,045.3

1,902.6 1,916.3 1,901.2

2,074.2

966.4 931.9

823.4 954.8 925.1

2.4

2.5
1.7

1.8

1.2
0.3

1.2

0.1
-1.4

1.6

1.4

1.3

1.2

-1.4

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

02

11

Breakdown of factors affecting ordinary income (loss)
10

845.5

720.9 742.3

3.8
3.0

02

Debt/Equity ratio (times)

811.6

3.7

2.7

11

1,152.4

4.9
4.1

10

■ ■ IPP project financing (¥ billion)
●

2,231.5

1.3

-5.8

-10.5
-28.5

03

9.9

6.3

0.6

-13.5

02

88.9

84.6

1,671.0

157.9

ROE (%)

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

(¥ billion)

10.3
Production and shipment +90.0
Total cost reductions +17.5
Steel inventory valuation effects +46.0
Aluminum and copper
inventory valuation effects +2.0
Consolidated subsidiaries
and equity-method affiliates +31.5
Raw material prices -94.0
Other -14.2

11

89.1

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Iron and Steel Business

840.4
742.1

Net sales
breakdown

43.5%

Ordinary income
breakdown

24.9%

Consisting of steel products, steel castings and forgings,
titanium, steel powder and wholesale power supply business divisions, the Iron and Steel Business makes every
effort to strengthen monozukuri-ryoku, or its manufacturing
capabilities, focusing on improvements in productivity and
cost competitiveness. In tandem, the business promotes
the global development of “Only One” products and technologies as well as a shift to areas of growing demand.
In addition, Shinko Kobe Power Inc. works to maintain a
stable wholesale power supply structure with a maximum
power generation capacity of 1.4 million kilowatts.

23.7
Main products and services

10

11
-24.7

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(loss) (¥ billion)

t Pig iron for steelmaking
t Slag products
t Stainless steel tube
t Building materials
t Specialty steel products
t Steel wire
t Wholesale electric power
supply

t Ordinary wire rod
t Specialty steel wire rod
t Specialty steel wire
t Ordinary steel bar
t Specialty steel bar
t Heavy plate, medium plate
BOETIFFU IPUSPMMFE DPME
SPMMFE TVSGBDFUSFBUFE
t Steel billets
t Steel castings and forgings
t Titanium and titanium alloys
t Steel powder
t Foundry pig iron

Creating “Only One” Products and Technologies in Diverse Fields
Natural Resources and Engineering Business

Net sales
breakdown

3.3%

Ordinary income
breakdown

3.2%

#BDLFECZBXFBMUIPGFYQFSJFODF UIF/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFT
and Engineering Business offers equipment manufacturing and plant engineering services in the ironmaking and
energy fields. Kobe Steel leads the world in both direct
SFEVDUJPO %3 QSPDFTTFTBOEUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGOFX
ironmaking technology that eliminate the need for blast
furnaces. While aggressively pursuing business development globally, Kobe Steel aims to expand earnings.
Main products and services
65.6

64.3

4.7
3.1

10

11

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

6
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t*SPONBLJOHQMBOUT EJSFDUSFEVDUJPO 
t Other plants and equipment
1FMMFUJ[JOH QFUSPDIFNJDBM FUD
t Nuclear power-related plants
t Erosion control and disaster prevention structures
t Civil engineering
t"EWBODFEVSCBOUSBOTJUTZTUFNT

Welding Business

Net sales
breakdown

4.0%

Ordinary income
breakdown

4.8%

The Welding Business offers a diverse range of welding
products and services, providing comprehensive welding
solutions that encompass welding consumables, power
sources and welding systems. While firmly maintaining its
/PQPTJUJPOJOUIF"TJBONBSLFU ,PCF4UFFMTFFLTUP
expand even further overseas, on its way to becoming a
top global manufacturer in the welding industry.

Main products and services
76.2

77.8
4.6

t Covered welding electrodes
t Welding wire for automatic and semi-automatic welding
t Flux
t Welding robots
t Welding power sources
t Welding robot systems
t Welding-related testing, analysis and consulting

1.7

10

11

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

— The Nine Business Domains of the Kobe Steel Group
Kobelco Eco-Solutions

Net sales
breakdown

3.6%

Ordinary income
breakdown

3.3%

"TBOFOWJSPONFOUBMTPMVUJPOTDPNQBOZUIBUNFFUTUIF
needs of the times, Kobelco Eco-Solutions Co., Ltd.
contributes to society by providing products, technologies
and services that protect nature and improve the living
environment.

Main products and services

82.9
69.6
3.1

1.7

10

11

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

7
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t Industrial water, water and sewage plants and equipment
t Ultrapure and pure water, industrial water
and waste water treatment equipment
t3FDZDMJOHQMBOUTGPSQSPDFTTJOHPSHBOJDXBTUFNBUFSJBMT
such as sewage sludge and foodstuffs
t Industrial cooling towers and cooling towers
for district heating and cooling
t Municipal waste incineration and melting plants
t3FDZDMJOHGBDJMJUJFTGPSCVMLZXBTUF
t PCB waste treatment facilities
t Final disposal of waste material
t Equipment for the chemical industry
t Powder processing equipment
t Brewing equipment
t Hydrogen oxygen generator
t Environmental analysis

Aluminum and Copper Business

Net sales
breakdown

15.7%

Ordinary income
breakdown

15.5%

5IF "MVNJOVN BOE $PQQFS #VTJOFTT JT XPSLJOH UP
strengthen and expand its distinctive “Only One” products by positioning the automotive and IT industries as
LFZGJFMET"T+BQBOTUPQDMBTTNBLFSPGBMVNJOVNBOE
copper products, Kobe Steel is reinforcing its overseas
development based on its technologies and reliability
developed over many years’ time.

Main products and services
304.0
14.8

261.8

2.2

10

11

t"MVNJOVNDBOTUPDL
t"MVNJOVNTIFFUGPSIFBUFYDIBOHFST
t"VUPNPUJWFBMVNJOVNTIFFU
t"MVNJOVNFYUSVTJPOT
t"MVNJOVNEJTLNBUFSJBMGPS)%%T
t"MVNJOVNGPJM
t Copper sheet and strip for semiconductors
t Copper sheet and strip for terminals
t Leadframes
t Condenser tubes
t Copper tube for air conditioners
t"MVNJOVNBMMPZBOENBHOFTJVNBMMPZDBTUJOHTBOEGPSHJOHT
t Fabricated aluminum products

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

Kobelco Construction Machinery

Net sales
breakdown

16.2%

Ordinary income
breakdown

27.6%

"T B NBOVGBDUVSFS PG IZESBVMJD FYDBWBUPST  ,PCFMDP
Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. develops innovative
products with a focus on low-noise, fuel-efficient equipment and responds to a diverse range of customer needs.
Through its global alliance with CNH Global N.V., Kobelco
Construction Machinery is concentrating its management
resources on the growing markets of China, Southeast
"TJBBOE*OEJBXIJMFSBJTJOHJUTHMPCBMQSFTFODF
Main products and services
313.1
26.3
214.6

t Hydraulic excavators
t Mini excavators
t Wheel loaders
t3PBECVJMEJOHFRVJQNFOU

5.5
10

11

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Machinery Business

Net sales
breakdown

8.0%

Ordinary income
breakdown

15.2%

The Machinery Business offers a broad product range,
including industrial machinery, compressors, and equipment for the energy and nuclear power fields. Kobe Steel
is creating original products and technologies to meet
global demand in environmental, energy, automobile and
PUIFSHSPXUINBSLFUT"UUIFTBNFUJNF UIF$PNQBOZIBT
taken steps to boost its manufacturing capabilities and to
build an optimal production structure.
Main products and services
173.8
154.5
20.9
14.5

10

11

t Equipment for nuclear power plants
t Equipment for energy and chemical fields
t Tire and rubber machinery
t Plastics processing machinery
t Ultrahigh pressure equipment
t Physical vapor deposition systems
t3PMMUPSPMMEFQPTJUJPOTZTUFN
t Metalworking machinery
t Compressors
t3FGSJHFSBUJPODPNQSFTTPST
t Heat pumps
t1MBOUT TUFFMSPMMJOH OPOGFSSPVT FUD
t Internal combustion engines

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)

Note: Segment sales and Ordinary income include intersegment sales.

Kobelco Cranes
55.2
41.0
1.2

10

2.1%

Ordinary income
breakdown

—

"TBDPOTUSVDUJPONBDIJOFSZNBOVGBDUVSFSUIBUTQFDJBMizes in the crane business, Kobelco Cranes Co., Ltd. is
developing appealing new products and strengthening its
business foundation to support globalization. Based on its
technologies developed over the years and the strength of
its brand, Kobelco Cranes is undertaking activities aimed
at making the Company more globally prominent.

11
-1.4

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(loss) (¥ billion)

Other Businesses
77.8

Net sales
breakdown

65.6

3.1

6.5

10

11

Main products and services
t Crawler cranes
t3PVHIUFSSBJODSBOFT
t Work vessels

Net sales
breakdown

3.4%

Ordinary income
breakdown

6.8%

The Kobe Steel Group has developed a variety of businesses, including real estate and electronics materials, as
part of its Other Businesses segment.

Net sales (¥ billion)
Ordinary income
(¥ billion)
"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Our Growth Strategy

The Kobe Steel Group’s Medium- to Long-Term Business Vision:

KOBELCO VISION “G”
Group image for the next 5 to 10 years
Maintains a global market
presence

A corporate group that:

Has a stable profit structure
and a strong financial foundation

Prospers together with shareholders,
business partners, employees and society

Integrating its diverse
knowledge and technologies
that cover materials such as
iron and steel, welding and
aluminum and copper, as
well as machinery such as
industrial machinery, natural
resources and engineering,
and construction machinery

Our business targets are consolidated net sales of about ¥3 trillion
and ordinary income of more than ¥200 billion
*O"QSJM UIF,PCF4UFFM(SPVQCFHBOJUTNFEJVNUP

we want to achieve. To realize this Group image under five

long-term business vision, KOBELCO VISION “G” in which

basic policies, the Group has set numerical business targets

the “G” represents “Global,” “Group” and “Growth.” Differing

for net sales of about ¥3 trillion, ordinary income of more than

from conventional medium-term business plans that focus on

¥200 billion, and a debt/equity ratio of 1.0 times. The Group

numerical targets, the new vision will help us navigate a course

also expects to raise its percentage of overseas sales to 50%

over the next five to ten years. Indeed, it will be the main map

through aggressive global expansion.
Day by day, the Group is steadily making progress toward

for the medium to long term.


"GUFSGPSFDBTUJOHUIFNFEJVNUPMPOHUFSNHMPCBMFDPOPNZ

and business environment, we defined the Group image that

achieving KOBELCO VISION “G,” its medium- to long-term
business vision for sustained growth.

Medium- to Long-Term · Overall decline of demand in Japan against a backdrop of declining birthrates and an aging population
Business Environment · Overseas demand growth, mainly in emerging countries
· Demand structure rapidly changing toward a low-carbon society
(operational constraints on domestic manufacturers, hybrid and electric vehicles, etc.)

Five Basic Policies of KOBELCO VISION “G”
pursuit of high-end “Only One” products,
1 Thorough
technologies and services
· Integrate the Group’s diverse knowledge and technologies to create
new “Only One” products that only the Kobe Steel Group can offer
· Improve customer satisfaction by providing better after-sales
services, identifying and meeting customers’ changing needs, and
providing better products and technologies
· Dramatically raise the level of added value by developing existing
businesses in both downstream and upstream domains

2 Further improvement of manufacturing strengths

· Kobe Steel’s growth engine is monozukuri-ryoku, the ability to
consistently provide reliable technologies, products and services
· Strengthen Groupwide monozukuri-ryoku efforts, the source of the
Group’s competitive strength

3 Growth and business expansion

· Further expand business into growth regions, especially emerging
countries
r"DDFMFSBUFJOJUJBUJWFTJOHSPXUIGJFMET JODMVEJOHUIFFOWJSPONFOU 
resources and energy, in Japan and abroad

4 Demonstrating the comprehensive capabilities of the Group

· Create new value by transcending existing values and organization framework and organically integrating technologies, human
resources, information, ideas and knowledge
· Systematically develop employees’ skills so that they can strengthen
and transform the Group’s business foundation and respond to
global business development needs

5 Contributions to society

· Together with creating a corporate culture that is highly sensitive
to compliance issues, Kobe Steel will fulfill its corporate social
responsibility, primarily by contributing to local communities and
environmental problems
¥3 trillion

Consolidated Net Sales

50%
¥1,858.6 billion

More than ¥100.0 billion,
even in a poor economy

35.8%

■ Overseas
■ Japan

64.2%

50%

Aiming for 1.0 times
FY10

5 – 10 year expectation

Ordinary income

¥89.1 billion

¥200.0 billion

Debt/Equity ratio

1.4 times

1.0 times

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Measures for Achieving KOBELCO VISION “G” and Initiatives in Fiscal 2010
Iron and Steel Business
t Make steady efforts to meet rising demand from
growing markets centered on emerging countries
including China and India
t Expand the global market for high-end “Only One”
steel products such as high-strength steel and
specialty steel
t Consider application of direct reduced iron in steel
operations
In fiscal 2010, Kobe Steel and United States Steel
Corporation formed an agreement for their joint venture,
1305&$ $PBUJOH $PNQBOZ  UP JOTUBMM B $POUJOVPVT
"OOFBMJOH-JOFUPQSPEVDFIJHITUSFOHUITUFFMGPSBVUPNPCJMFT"VUPNBLFSTIBWFCFFOTFFLJOHTUSPOHFSWFIJDMF
structures, while at the same time, cars need to be lighter
to improve mileage.
 5PNFFUUIFTFOFFET BOFXMJOFXJMMCFTFUVQBU130
TEC with a targeted date of operation in early 2013.
In the titanium field, Hitachi Metals, Ltd., Kobe Steel,
IHI Corporation and Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.
PS ,)*  IBWF FTUBCMJTIFE B KPJOU WFOUVSF DBMMFE +BQBO
"FSPGPSHF -UE5IFKPJOUWFOUVSFXJMMJOTUBMM+BQBOTGJSTU
50,000-metric-ton, state-of-the-art forging press. The new
press will enable the production of large forgings that had
been previously impossible to produce in Japan. The joint
venture is expected to help Kobe Steel meet the growing
world demand for aircraft titanium forgings.
In addition, collaboration with the recently established
Global Planning Department will speed up the review of
an assortment of projects, including the utilization of direct
reduced iron in the steel business.

Welding Business
t Pursue sustained growth and profits based on solution
development that combines welding consumables,
welding technologies and welding robot systems
t Strengthen overseas business by expanding
operations at current overseas locations and
developing businesses in emerging countries
In fiscal 2010, Kobe Steel opened Kobe Welding of
Shanghai Co., Ltd. to market welding consumables and
welding systems in response to rising demand for these
12
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QSPEVDUTJO$IJOB"MTP ,PCF8FMEJOHPG5BOHTIBO$P 
Ltd., a manufacturer of solid welding wires for construction equipment and other industries, and Kobe Welding of
Qingdao Co., Ltd., which makes mild steel flux-cored weldJOHXJSFT '$8 VTFENBJOMZJOUIFTIJQCVJMEJOHJOEVTUSZ 
both raised their production capacity.
Kobe Steel also established a company in India to sell
welding consumables and further develop the market. The
new company will primarily target the energy field. It will
also seek new potential suppliers of raw materials.

Aluminum and Copper Business
t Expand overseas business by establishing new
locations and utilizing alliances
t Strengthen and upgrade high-end “Only One”
products for the automotive, IT and energy fields
In fiscal 2010, Kobe Steel established a company in China
to produce and sell aluminum forgings for automotive
suspension systems. Demand for aluminum suspension
forgings is expected to increase worldwide owing to the
heightened need to reduce the weight of automobiles.
Kobe Steel already produces these forgings in Japan and
the United States. The plant in China, scheduled to start up
in fiscal 2012, will enable Kobe Steel to form a network in
three countries to meet local procurement needs.

Machinery Business
t Strengthen the production technology capabilities at
domestic “mother factories” and increase production
at overseas locations
t Create and expand sales of high-end “Only One”
products for the environmental and energy fields
(e.g., SteamStar compact screw-type steam-powered
generator, next-generation heat pump)
To meet the growing demand for standard compressors
used at a wide range of production sites, Kobe Steel
decided to increase production capacity at Kobelco
$PNQSFTTPST .BOVGBDUVSJOH 4IBOHIBJ  $PSQPSBUJPO CZ
60%, from 2,200 units per year to 3,500 units per year.
Demand for tire and rubber machinery is growing owing
to the rising production of automobiles, mainly in emerging

Our Growth Strategy

countries. To meet this demand, Kobe Steel established a
joint venture in India with Larsen & Toubro Limited, which
has a strong sales network in India, Europe and the Middle
East.
Kobe Steel currently manufactures tire and rubber
machinery in Japan, the United States and China. The new
joint venture enables Kobe Steel to create a supply network
in four countries for its tire and rubber machinery.

Natural Resources and Engineering Business
t Actively expand the direct reduced iron business,
centered on the ITmk3® Process
t Promote the commercialization of the UBC®
(Upgraded Brown Coal) Process and build a business
model for the Process
Steel demand is expanding mainly in emerging countries,
and raw material prices remain high. To effectively utilize
low-grade iron ore, in fiscal 2010, Kobe Steel aggressively
promoted the ITmk3® Process, a new ironmaking technology that it developed. Kobe Steel is conducting a feasibility
study in Vietnam to manufacture and market iron nuggets.
*UJTBMTPDPOEVDUJOHBGFBTJCJMJUZTUVEZXJUI4UFFM"VUIPSJUZ
of India Limited, a state-owned steelmaker.

Kobelco Eco-Solutions
t Strengthen proposal-based business in Japan and
create a stronger business foundation by increasing
orders in the after-sales service area

Kobelco Construction Machinery
t Expand business in emerging countries, including
China, Thailand and India
t Develop products that meet local needs,
incorporating advanced technologies that lower fuel
consumption and reduce noise
In fiscal 2010, Kobelco Construction Machinery raised the
production capacity and expanded the types of models
manufactured at the Chengdu plant and Hangzhou plant.
Owing to these measures, Kobelco sold 90% more units of
hydraulic excavators in calendar year 2010, compared with
the previous year.
In addition, Kobelco completed a new plant in India,
which is expected to be the next large market after China.
Kobelco will increase production to meet growing demand
in that country.

Kobelco Cranes
t Raise KOBELCO brand value through stronger
monozukuri-ryoku and service capabilities
t Establish strategic overseas locations
In fiscal 2010, Kobelco Cranes decided to establish a
manufacturing base for crawler cranes in India, a market
where growth is expected, and China, which has more than
BTIBSFPGXPSMEDSBXMFSDSBOFEFNBOE"UCPUIMPDBtions, Kobelco intends to strengthen its competitiveness
by increasing the local procurement of parts and quickly
meeting the needs of local customers.

t Advance into and expand sales in overseas markets
including Vietnam, India and Europe
Kobelco Eco-Solutions incorporated its Vietnam office,
which it established the previous year, into a company.
Through the new company, Kobelco aims to meet the
tremendous demand for water treatment in Vietnam, where
many new construction projects are planned.
In addition, Kobelco and Kobe City entered into an
agreement to mutually cooperate in the overseas development of water and infrastructure businesses. In collaboration with Kobe City, Kobelco will not only develop water
treatment facilities for industrial use, but also the water and
sewage treatment business in Vietnam.
"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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KOBELCO VISION “G”

Special
Feature

KOBELCO’s Global Expansion

In KOBELCO VISION “G,” the “G” represents “Global,” “Group,” and “Growth.”
By coming together as a unified Group, we seek to create new value
and achieve global growth.

t Number of Overseas Bases and Employees (As of May 2011)

China
Approx. 3,400
Employees

Europe
3 Bases

North
America
17 Bases

Overseas
Employees

China
35 Bases

Approx. 9,000
Asia
27 Bases

t Approximate Number of Employees
Group employees

t Major Overseas Bases (82 in Total)
China

"TJB

North
"NFSJDB

Europe

35,000

Locally hired employees
JO$IJOB

   

10

14

5

1

Group’s expatriate employees
JO$IJOB

.BUFSJBMT *SPOBOE4UFFM 8FMEJOH 
"MVNJOVNBOE$PQQFS

 

/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBOE&OHJOFFSJOH

1

—

1

—

Machinery, Construction Machinery, Cranes

21

11

6

2

Other

3

2

5

—

Total

35

27

17

3

Welding Business

❶ KOBELCO WELDING INDIA PVT. LTD.
Established sales company for welding business
Kobe Steel established a new company that sells
welding consumables and provides sales support
and maintenance services for welding robot systems.
14
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Our Growth Strategy

Machinery Business

Kobelco Eco-Solutions

❷ L&T KOBELCO MACHINERY PRIVATE LIMITED

❹ JINDAL ITF KOBELCO ECO LIMITED

Established base for tire and rubber machinery
In a joint venture with Larsen & Toubro Limited, a
major Indian company involved in industrial machinery, we established a manufacturing and sales
company for rubber mixers and rubber twin screw
rollerhead extruders used in tire and rubber manufacturing. With the addition of the new company, Kobe
Steel will have production bases in four countries:
Japan, the United States, India and China.

Established joint venture in water treatment business
Kobelco Eco-Solutions will develop its water treatment business in India by leveraging its technological and engineering capabilities and operation and
maintenance management know-how in the water
treatment field with Jindal’s information network in
India and its project implementation know-how.

Kobelco Construction Machinery

❺ KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT INDIA
PVT. LTD.
New excavator plant starts operation
"OFXQMBOUGPSUPODMBTTIZESBVMJDFYDBWBUPST
commenced full operation with an annual production
capacity of 1,200 units.

❸❹
❶

India
India

❷❺❻

Kobelco Cranes

❻ KOBELCO CRANES INDIA PVT. LTD.

Natural Resources and Engineering Business

❸ Kobe Steel, SAIL sign comprehensive MOU
Seeking to put low-grade iron ore to effective use,
4UFFM"VUIPSJUZPG*OEJB -JNJUFE 4"*- BTUBUFSVO
company, and Kobe Steel are carrying out a feasibility
study for a commercial ITmk3® project. The ITmk3®

Established new company in crawler crane business
"HSPVOECSFBLJOHDFSFNPOZXBTIFMEGPSUIFOFX
DSBXMFSDSBOFQMBOUJOUIFTUBUFPG"OEISB1SBEFTI 
India. Production is scheduled to begin from
November 2011.

Process is a new ironmaking technology developed
by Kobe Steel.
"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Welding Business

❸ KOBE WELDING OF TANGSHAN CO., LTD.
Expanded capacity for solid welding wire
Kobe Welding of Tangshan Co., Ltd., which manufactures and markets solid welding wire for use in
construction machinery and other applications,
invested in expanding its production capacity.

❶ KOBELCO (CHINA) HOLDING CO., LTD.
Established HQ to oversee Chinese market
With the goal of increasing the Group’s collective strength and profitability in China, Kobe
Steel established a holding company to oversee
the Chinese market and handle investments in
that country. Other activities include centralized
financing and cash management, strengthening
group governance, supporting Group companies
in China, and promoting Groupwide communication in the expanding Chinese market.

Welding Business

❹ KOBE WELDING OF QINGDAO CO., LTD.
Expanded capacity for flux-cored welding wire
Kobe Steel expanded production capacity at Kobe
Welding of Qingdao Co., Ltd., which manufactures
and markets flux-cored welding wire for mild steel,
primarily for use in the shipbuilding industry.

Welding Business

❷ KOBE WELDING OF SHANGHAI CO., LTD.
Commenced operation of sales company
Kobe Steel commenced operation of Kobe Welding
of Shanghai Co., Ltd., which sells high value-added
welding consumables and welding robot systems as
well as provides maintenance and services.

16
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Aluminum and Copper Business

❺ KOBE ALUMINUM AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS
(CHINA) CO., LTD.
Established base for aluminum forged parts
Kobe Steel established a manufacturing and sales
company for aluminum forgings for automobile suspensions, which is scheduled to begin operation in
"VHVTU8JUIUIFOFXDPNQBOZ ,PCF4UFFMXJMM
have production bases in three countries: Japan, the
United States and China.

Our Growth Strategy

Machinery Business

❼ KOBELCO COMPRESSORS MANUFACTURING
(SHANGHAI) CORPORATION
China

Expanded capacity for compressors
Kobelco raised annual production capacity for standard compressors by approximately 60%, from 2,200
units to 3,500 units.

❸
❹

China

❻
❺
❾

❽❿

❶❷❼

Kobelco Construction Machinery

❽ CHENGDU KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD.
❾ HANGZHOU KOBELCO CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD.
Raising hydraulic excavator production capacity
In response to growing demand in China, production
capacity at the Chengdu and Hangzhou plants is
scheduled to be increased to 25,000 units per year
UPUBMQSPEVDUJPOPGCPUIGBDJMJUJFT JO

Machinery Business

Kobelco Cranes

❻ WUXI COMPRESSOR CO., LTD.

❿ CHENGDU KOBELCO CRANES CO., LTD.

Invested in Chinese compressor manufacturer
To meet the growing demand for process gas
DPNQSFTTPST OPOTUBOEBSEDPNQSFTTPST JO$IJOB 
Kobe Steel acquired a 44.3% equity share of Wuxi
Compressor Co., Ltd., a Chinese compressor manufacturer. Kobe Steel will provide new technology to
Wuxi Compressor and work to expand sales in China.

Established base for crawler crane business
To reinforce its business efforts in China, the world’s
largest crawler crane market, Kobelco Cranes decided
to begin local production. Production will commence
GSPN"VHVTUXJUIBGPDVTPOUPOVMUSBMBSHF
crawler cranes, a class in which it excels.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Iron and Steel Business

❶ PRO-TEC COATING COMPANY
New project in automotive steel sheet business
Kobe Steel and United States Steel Corporation
reached an agreement to install a Continuous
"OOFBMJOH-JOFUPQSPEVDFDPMESPMMFEIJHITUSFOHUI
steel for use in automobiles at their joint venture
DPNQBOZ  1305&$ 8JUI BO JODSFBTJOH OFFE GPS
both collision safety performance and greater fuel
efficiency from lighter car bodies, demand for coldrolled high-strength steel for use in automobiles is
FYQFDUFEUPJODSFBTFJO/PSUI"NFSJDB4UBSUVQPG
the new line is targeted for early 2013.

North America

❸

❷

North
"NFSJDB

❶

Machinery Business

❷ KOBELCO COMPRESSORS AMERICA, INC.
Expanded capacity of non-standard compressors
Kobe Steel increased production capacity at Kobelco
EDTI Compressors, Inc., a U.S. manufacturer of nonstandard compressor systems, with the addition of a
new plant. The head office was subsequently moved
to the new plant and full operations have commenced
at the facility. Production capacity has been increased
from an output of $50 million per year to $100 million
per year. With the relocation, the company name was
DIBOHFEUP,PCFMDP$PNQSFTTPST"NFSJDB *OD

18
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Natural Resources and Engineering Business

❸ Developed new ironmaking technology business
" KPJOU WFOUVSF CFUXFFO ,PCF 4UFFM BOE 4UFFM
%ZOBNJDT *OD B64&"'TUFFMNBLFS JTPQFSBUJOH
the world’s first commercial plant to use the ITmk3 ®
1SPDFTT5IFQMBOUJO)PZU-BLFT .JOOFTPUB 64"
began production last year. Based on the plant’s
operating performance to date and the improvements
underway, we are confident of successfully achieving
the results we expect from the project. We are also
confident that the ITmk3 ® Process will contribute to
the global steel industry through the supply of highgrade iron units.

.%"
Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Fiscal 2010 Performance Highlights
Increased unit sales of
hydraulic excavators in China

Higher sales volumes of
steel, aluminum and copper products

Strong demand from Japanese
and overseas manufacturing industries
Net sales

+11.2%
Operating income

Capital investment

-29.0%

+170.7%
2010

Outside debt

Ordinary income

-8.1%

+768.4%
Net income

+739.7%

Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Consolidated Ten-Year Summary

Millions of yen

2002

2003

2004

2005

¥1,198,014

¥1,204,750

¥1,219,180

¥1,443,772

1,022,195

1,001,418

993,394

1,140,422

35,499

81,054

100,699

166,577

0SEJOBSZJODPNF MPTT

 

35,442

50,789

116,028

/FUJODPNF MPTT

 

1,723

22,066

51,289

Years ended March 31

For the year:
Net sales
Cost of sales
Operating income

Cash flows from operating activities

59,110

115,692

104,041

225,751

Cash flows from investing activities

 

27,021

 

 

Cash flows from financing activities

 

 

 

 

132,420

43,971

104,911

66,016

Depreciation and amortization

Capital investment

86,915

85,090

79,245

80,290

3FTFBSDIBOEEFWFMPQNFOUFYQFOTFT

22,054

17,797

16,929

19,700

2,045,303

1,902,642

1,916,338

1,901,202

At year end:
Total assets
/FUBTTFUT /PUF

280,685

293,138

330,127

379,213

Outside debt

1,081,897

895,883

797,041

669,241

Outside debt including IPP project financing

1,152,397

966,383

931,891

811,572

Per share data:
/FUJODPNF MPTT  ZFO64EPMMBST /PUF
%JMVUFEOFUJODPNF ZFO64EPMMBST /PUF
/FUBTTFUT ZFO64EPMMBST /PUF
$BTIEJWJEFOET ZFO64EPMMBST /PUF

d   

¥

0.59

¥

7.44

¥

17.28

—

—

7.38

16.48

97.97

98.96

111.24

127.80

—

—

1.50

3.00

Ratios:
0QFSBUJOHJODPNFSBUJP 

3.0

6.7

8.3

11.5

0SEJOBSZJODPNF MPTT SBUJP 



2.9

4.2

8.0

30" 



0.1

1.2

2.7

30& 



0.6

7.1

14.5

&RVJUZSBUJP 

13.7

15.4

17.2

19.9

%FCUFRVJUZSBUJP UJNFT

3.7

3.0

2.5

1.8

%JWJEFOEQBZPVUSBUJP 

—

—

20.2

17.4

2,867,550

2,974,550

2,976,070

2,976,070

26,978

26,765

26,179

27,067

/VNCFSPGTIBSFTJTTVFE JOUIPVTBOET
Number of employees

Notes: 1. For convenience only, U.S. dollar amounts in this report have been translated from Japanese yen amounts at the rate of 83.15 to US$1.00, the rate of
exchange prevailing on March 31, 2011.
2. Effective from the year ended March 31, 2007, the Company and its consolidated subsidiaries adopted the new accounting standard,
i"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSEGPS1SFTFOUBUJPOPG/FU"TTFUTJOUIF#BMBODF4IFFUw 4UBUFNFOU/P JTTVFECZUIF"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSET#PBSEPG+BQBO
PO%FDFNCFS  BOEUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOHVJEBODFGPSUIFBDDPVOUJOHTUBOEBSEGPSQSFTFOUBUJPOPGOFUBTTFUTJOUIFCBMBODFTIFFU
UIF'JOBODJBM"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSE*NQMFNFOUBUJPO(VJEBODF/P JTTVFECZUIF"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSET#PBSEPG+BQBOPO%FDFNCFS  
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Thousands of
64EPMMBST /PUF

Millions of yen

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

¥1,667,313

¥1,910,296

¥2,132,406

¥2,177,290

¥1,671,022

¥1,858,574

1,297,291

1,543,158

1,757,342

1,890,318

1,475,461

220,395

208,624

202,399

116,934

46,016

176,933

183,279

157,919

60,876

10,259

84,559

109,669

88,923

 

6,305

¥

Change 2011/2010

2011

11.2%

$22,352,063

1,570,779

6.5

18,890,908

124,551

170.7

1,497,907

89,083

768.4

1,071,353

52,940

739.7

636,681

198,181

172,786

124,317

118,200

172,893

177,795

—

2,138,244

 

 

 

 

 

(96,687)

—

(1,162,802)

 

 

31,155

138,700

 

(98,196)

—

(1,180,951)

92,319

133,649

150,585

118,044

128,739

91,378



1,098,954

79,507

86,687

111,514

128,701

118,835

114,820



1,380,878

24,121

24,893

30,139

31,029

28,255

29,833

5.6

358,785

2,074,242

2,241,570

2,329,006

2,295,489

2,249,346

2,231,533



26,837,438

530,000

636,432

647,797

513,461

557,002

597,368

7.2

7,184,221

589,101

621,227

713,352

855,972

837,770

769,840



9,258,449

720,909

742,276

823,404

954,791

925,120

845,484



10,168,178

29.63

d   

17.63

739.8
—

27.94

¥

35.37

¥

¥

2.10

¥

$

0.21

27.25

—

—

—

—

—

—

170.65

194.46

199.81

159.58

172.09

182.81

6.2

2.20

6.00

7.00

7.00

3.50

1.50

3.00

100.0

0.04

Points

13.2

10.9

9.5

5.4

2.8

6.7

3.9

10.6

9.6

7.4

2.8

0.6

4.8

4.2

4.1

4.9

3.8



0.3

2.4

2.1

18.6

19.5

14.9



1.3

9.9

8.6

25.6

26.4

25.8

20.9

23.0

24.6

1.6

1.2

1.2

1.3

1.7

1.6

1.4



21.5

19.8

23.6

—

71.4

17.0



3,115,061

3,115,061

3,115,061

3,115,061

3,115,061

3,115,061

—

29,068

31,828

33,657

33,526

33,629

34,772

1,143

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Analysis of Operating Results
Net sales

Billions of yen

Operating income

¥1,858.6 billion

2011

1,671.0

1,858.6

+11.2%

Operating income

46.0

124.6

+170.7%

Ordinary income

10.3

89.1

+768.4%

6.3

52.9

+739.7%

Net sales

¥124.6 billion
+11.2%

+170.7%

Ordinary income

2010

Net income

Net income

¥89.1 billion

Change

¥52.9 billion
+768.4%

+739.7%

In fiscal 2010, Japan’s economy, on the whole, continued
to gradually recover as overseas economies improved,
although the third quarter saw a slowdown in the pace of

Analysis of Cash Flows
Cash flows from operating activities

Cash flows from investing activities

¥177.8 billion

-¥96.7 billion

recovery due to a retrenchment in economic measures and

+4.9 billion

the effect of the strong yen. In overseas markets, too, the

Free cash flows

Chinese economy expanded and the United States and

¥81.1 billion

+23.6 billion
Cash flows from financing activities

-¥98.2 billion

Europe continued to gradually recover.

+28.5 billion

-68.6 billion

In this economic environment, the Kobe Steel Group
achieved higher sales volume of steel products and alumi-

Net cash provided by operating activities was ¥177.8

num and copper rolled products compared with the previ-

billion. Net cash used in investing activities amounted to

ous fiscal year, owing to strong demand from domestic

¥96.7 billion, while net cash used in financing activities was

and overseas manufacturing industries. In addition, unit

¥98.2 billion.

sales of hydraulic excavators increased considerably over

Consequently, cash and cash equivalents at the end

the previous fiscal year due to growing demand in China.

of the fiscal year under review, including the effect of



exchange rate changes, amounted to ¥189.7 billion, a

"TBSFTVMU DPOTPMJEBUFEOFUTBMFTJOUIFGJTDBM

climbed ¥187.6 billion, year on year, to ¥1,858.6 billion,
operating income rose ¥78.5 billion, to ¥124.6 billion, and

decease of ¥22.0 billion from the previous fiscal year-end.
Cash flows in consolidated fiscal 2010 were as follows.

ordinary income jumped ¥78.8 billion, to ¥89.1 billion. Net
income increased ¥46.6 billion, to ¥52.9 billion.

Net sales / Gross margin ratio

Operating income / Operating income ratio
2,132.4 2,177.3

■■ Net sales (Billions of yen)
● Gross margin ratio (%)

1,858.6

1,910.3

1,671.0

1,667.3

■■ Operating income
(Billions of yen)
● Operating income
166.6
ratio (%)

220.4

208.6 202.4

1,443.8
13.2

1,198.0 1,204.8 1,219.2
100.7
22.2
16.9

14.7

21.0

18.5

17.6

15.5

13.2

22
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04

05

06

07

08
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09

10

8.3
5.4

6.7
35.5

11.7

02

11.5

9.5

81.1

19.2

124.6

116.9

10.9

3.0

11

02

6.7

46.0
2.8

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10
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Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Analysis of Financial Condition

"MUIPVHIJODPNFCFGPSFJODPNFUBYFTJODSFBTFE IJHIFS
inventories increased the strain on working capital, which

Total assets

Net assets

¥2,231.5 billion

¥597.4 billion

resulted in net cash provided by operating activities of

-0.8%

¥177.8 billion, largely unchanged from that of the previous
fiscal year.

+7.2%

Equity ratio

24.6%
+1.6 points

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Net cash used in investing activities decreased ¥23.6

While cash and cash equivalents and inventories increased,

billion, to ¥96.7 billion due to such factors as reduced

plant and equipment and investments in securities

spending on intangible assets and plant and equipment.

EFDSFBTFE"TBSFTVMU UPUBMBTTFUTBUUIFFOEPGGJTDBM
2010 declined ¥17.8 billion compared with the end of fis-

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

cal 2009, to ¥2,231.5 billion. Net assets increased ¥40.4

Net cash used in financing activities was ¥98.2 billion due

billion, to ¥597.4 billion, as retained earnings increased.

to such factors as a decrease in proceeds of ¥68.6 billion

"TBSFTVMU UIFFRVJUZSBUJPBUUIFFOEPGGJTDBMXBT

from long-term debt and the issuance of bonds.

24.6%, increasing 1.6 percentage points from the end of
fiscal 2009.


"UUIFFOEPGGJTDBM PVUTJEFEFCU XIJDIJODMVEFT

IPP project financing, decreased ¥79.6 billion, to ¥845.5
billion.

Billions of yen

2010

2011

Difference

211.7

189.7

-22.0

Billions of yen

Cash and cash equivalents
at end of year
Cash flows from
operating activities

172.9

177.8

Total assets

+4.9

Net assets

Cash flows from
investing activities



Cash flows from
financing activities

(96.7)



(98.2)

+23.6

&RVJUZSBUJP 

-68.6

Outside debt including
IPP project financing

Free cash flows

2011

2,249.3

2,231.5

Change
-0.8%

557.0

597.4

+7.2%

23.0

24.6

+1.6 points

925.1

845.5

-8.6%

Net assets / Equity ratio
175.2

■ ■ Net assets (Billions of yen)
● Equity ratio (%)

■■ Free cash flows
(Billions of yen)

142.7

636.4 647.8
557.0

530.0

104.0

81.1
379.2

52.6

44.2
22.6

2010

280.7 293.1

17.7
-9.2

513.5
26.4

25.8

24.6

330.1
20.9

19.9

23.0

17.2

15.4

13.7

25.6

597.4

-63.1
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3FWJFXPG0QFSBUJPOT

Iron and Steel Business
Net sales

+13.2%

Ordinary
income

¥840.4 billion

+48.4 billion

Ordinary
income ratio

¥23.7 billion

Fiscal 2010 Overview
With steel demand from manufacturing industries in Japan and
abroad remaining strong overall, the sales volume for steel products increased year on year in fiscal 2010. Product sales prices
exceeded those of fiscal 2009 due to higher raw material prices.
Sales of steel castings and forgings fell below those of fiscal
2009, as demand from the shipbuilding industry declined. In contrast, sales of titanium products surpassed those of fiscal 2009
thanks to customer inventory reductions.
 "TBSFTVMU TFHNFOUTBMFTDMJNCFEZFBSPOZFBS UP
¥840.4 billion. Due partly to higher inventory valuation, ordinary
income rose ¥48.4 billion, to ¥23.7 billion.
Billions of yen

2010

2011

Change

Net sales

742.1

840.4

+13.2%

0SEJOBSZJODPNF MPTT

-24.7

23.7

—

(—)

2.8%

Kobe Steel and U.S. Steel to Build New Production Line
for Automotive Steel
In December 2010, Kobe Steel and United States Steel Corporation
644UFFM SFBDIFEBOBHSFFNFOUUPCVJMEBDPOUJOVPVTBOOFBMJOH
MJOF $"- UPQSPEVDFIJHITUSFOHUITUFFMGPSVTFJOBVUPNPCJMFTBU
UIFJSKPJOUWFOUVSF 1305&$$PBUJOH$PNQBOZ UPNFFUHSPXJOH
EFNBOEJO/PSUI"NFSJDB5ISPVHI1305&$ ,PCF4UFFMBOE64
Steel have been supplying hot-dipped galvanized high-strength
TUFFMTIFFUUPBVUPNBLFSTJO/PSUI"NFSJDB5IJTNBUFSJBMDPOUSJCutes to reducing the weight of the car body, particularly the underbody. To meet the needs of Japanese transplants for cold-rolled
BEWBODFEIJHITUSFOHUITUFFM ")44 TIFFUJOUIFVQQFSDBSCPEZ
to further strengthen the overall vehicle structure, Kobe Steel will
provide its advanced engineering know-how developed in Japan
PWFSUIFZFBSTUP1305&$ UIFSFCZFOBCMJOHUIFMPDBMQSPEVDUJPO
of steel sheet of the same quality and grade available in Japan.
Kobe Steel Completes 10,000-metric-ton Forging Press

TOPICS
Kobe Steel Establishes Joint Venture to Produce Aircraft Parts
Using State-of-the-Art Forging Press
Kobe Steel, Hitachi Metals, Ltd., IHI Corporation, and Kawasaki
)FBWZ*OEVTUSJFT -UE KPJOUMZFTUBCMJTIFE+BQBO"FSPGPSHF -UEJO
January 2011 to manufacture large forgings for use in aircraft and
power plants. The installation of Japan’s first 50,000-metric-ton
forging press will enable the manufacture of large forgings that in
the past could not be done in Japan. The joint venture will enable
the stable domestic production of large titanium forgings, for which
HMPCBMEFNBOEJTFYQFDUFEUPSJTF*OUIFGVUVSF +BQBO"FSPGPSHF
also plans to supply forgings to overseas aircraft manufacturers
UPNFFUUIFHSPXJOHHMPCBMEFNBOE8IFO+BQBO"FSPGPSHFHPFT
into production, Kobe Steel will throw its full support behind the
new business and contribute to the development of Japan’s aircraft industry.

In July 2010, Kobe Steel completed construction begun in 2008
of a 10,000-metric-ton forging press line at its Takasago Works in
Hyogo Prefecture to strengthen the competitiveness of the Steel
Casting and Forging Division. The new press is designed to produce large and long steel forgings at some of the world’s highest
TQFFETBOEXJUIIJHIQSFDJTJPO"TPOFPGUIFXPSMETUPQDMBTT
forging presses, the new press is capable of manufacturing nearly
all varieties of large forged products for ships.
With the completion of the new press, Kobe Steel currently
has a total of three free-forging presses. Forged products for ships
will be manufactured mainly by the new press and the existing
4,000-metric-ton press. Ultra-large forgings that require higher forging capacity
will be made by the 13,000-metric-tonpress. The three presses enable Kobe
Steel to achieve an optimum production
system capable of making forged products of numerous sizes.

Completed new press line
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Welding Business
Net sales

Ordinary
income

+2.1%

¥77.8 billion

+165.6%

¥4.6 billion

Ordinary
income ratio

+3.7 points

5.9%

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Breaking into Emerging Market — New Welding Firm in India

The sales volume of welding consumables increased year on year,
FTQFDJBMMZJOPWFSTFBTNBSLFUT UIBOLTUPTUSPOHEFNBOEJO"TJB 
JODMVEJOH$IJOB 4PVUIFBTU"TJBBOE4PVUI,PSFB%FNBOEGPS
welding robot systems in China’s construction machinery market
was solid.
 "TBSFTVMU GJTDBMTBMFTJOUIJTTFHNFOUDMJNCFE
year on year, to ¥77.8 billion, while ordinary income rose ¥2.9 billion, to ¥4.6 billion.

*O+VOF ,PCFMDP8FMEJOH*OEJB1WU -UE ,8* XBTFTUBClished in Gurgaon, in the state of Haryana. To meet rising demand,
especially from new infrastructure projects, Kobe Steel formed
KWI to gain orders for high value-added welding consumables in
the energy field and to provide total welding support. KWI will also
DPPSEJOBUFXJUIPQFSBUJPOTJO4PVUIFBTU"TJB

Billions of yen

Net sales
Ordinary income

2010

2011

76.2

77.8

Change
+2.1%

1.7

4.6

+165.6%

TOPICS
Strengthening Business in China — Providing Welding Solutions
Kobe Welding of Shanghai Co., Ltd., which sells welding conTVNBCMFTBOEXFMEJOHTZTUFNTJO4IBOHIBJBOEPQFOFEJO"QSJM
2010, has set up a space within its facility to demonstrate welding
robot systems to customers. To meet growing demand in China,
Kobe Steel has expanded production capacity at Kobe Welding
of Tangshan Co., Ltd., which makes solid welding wires, and
Kobe Welding of Qingdao Co., Ltd., a flux-cored welding wire
manufacturer. Kobe Steel is taking a number of steps in China to
strengthen its competitive edge and develop its welding solutions
business. These include increasing customer orders, improving
business efficiency, increasing its market hold, and training staff to
support its local business activities.

Thai Supreme Court Upholds Kobe Steel’s Trademark Protection
During the Welding Business’s more than 40-year presence in
UIF"4&"/SFHJPO UIFDPNQBOZOBNFPGi,0#&45&&- wBOE
JUTUSBEFNBSLPGi3#wIBWFCFDPNFXJEFMZSFDPHOJ[FE,PCF
Steel filed a lawsuit with the Central Intellectual Property and
International Trade Court of Thailand against a local distributor of
counterfeit goods, charging that the counterfeit Kobe Steel welding consumables were causing confusion in the market. In 2007,
the court reached a verdict charging the defendant with infringement of Kobe Steel’s trademark. Under final appeal, the Supreme
Court of Thailand upheld the lower
court’s decision. Kobe Steel’s firm
stance is a stern warning to all
potential infringers that illegal acts
will not be tolerated.
Developing Solutions for Welding Processes
5IF3&("3$ TM space-saving welding system for core columns
and connections, which Kobe Steel began marketing in 2010,
reduces spatter in carbon dioxide welding by one-tenth over existing welding systems. Greatly inhibiting spatter by optimizing dropMFUUSBOTGFS 3&("3$TM makes it possible to weld at high speeds,
even when the welding power source is reduced.
Kobe Steel will continue to work to
JODMVEF 3&("3$ JO XFMEJOH TZTUFNT
including those for large assemblies and
construction machinery, and will pursue
product development that leads to customer solutions.

Welding robot system demonstration space
at Kobe Welding of Shanghai Co., Ltd. The
new space provides welding solutions to the
Chinese market.
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"MVNJOVNBOE$PQQFS#VTJOFTT
Net sales

+16.1%

Ordinary
income

¥304.0 billion

¥14.8 billion

The sales volume of aluminum rolled products and sales of
aluminum castings and forgings exceeded those of the previous
fiscal year, thanks mainly to strong demand for their use in automobiles, air conditioners, LCDs and semiconductor manufacturing
equipment.
Demand for copper sheet and strip fell off from the third
quarter due to inventory adjustments, mainly in the semiconductor
industry. However, demand continued to be firm throughout fiscal
"MTP EFNBOEGPSDPQQFSUVCFGPSVTFJOBJSDPOEJUJPOFST
XBTIJHIFSPXJOHUPUIFTVNNFSIFBUXBWF"TBSFTVMU UIFTBMFT
volume for copper rolled products exceeded those of the previous
fiscal year.
 "TBSFTVMUPGUIFGPSFHPJOH BTXFMMBTIJHIFSJOHPUQSJDFT 
which were passed on as higher product prices, sales in this segment surged 16.1% year on year, to ¥304.0 billion, while ordinary
income jumped ¥12.6 billion, to ¥14.8 billion.
Billions of yen

Ordinary income

26

Ordinary
income ratio

+4.0 points

4.9%

TOPICS

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Net sales

+563.8%

2010

2011

261.8

304.0

+16.1%

2.2

14.8

+563.8%

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061

Change

Kobe Steel Exhibits at Aluminum China 2010 —
Asia’s largest aluminum industry exhibition
*O +VOF   ,PCF 4UFFM FYIJCJUFE BU "MVNJOVN $IJOB 
4IBOHIBJ"MVNJOVN*OEVTUSZ&YIJCJUJPO IFMEJO4IBOHIBJ-BTU
ZFBS NBSLFE UIF TJYUI ZFBS PG "MVNJOVN $IJOB  "TJBT MBSHFTU
BMVNJOVNJOEVTUSZFYIJCJUJPO"QQSPYJNBUFMZDPNQBOJFTGSPN
30 countries exhibited and nearly 10,000 visitors attended the
three-day exhibition. Our exhibit consisted mainly of “Only One”
products and technologies in the fields of automobile, IT and aircraft, attracting significant interest from many visitors.

Machinery Business
Net sales

-11.1%

Ordinary
income

¥154.5 billion

-30.4%

¥14.5 billion

Ordinary
income ratio

-2.6 points

9.4%

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Expansion of Standard Compressor Factory in Shanghai

Capital investments in the automotive, oil refining, and petrochemical industries recovered modestly, causing machinery orders to
increase compared with the previous fiscal year.
Due to the above factors, orders in this segment climbed
41.4% year on year, to ¥140.8 billion, while the backlog of orders
was ¥152.2 billion at the end of the fiscal year.
However, segment sales slipped 11.1%, to ¥154.5 billion,
compared with fiscal 2009, in which there were a large number
of sales of heavy-wall pressure vessels used in the oil refining
industry. Ordinary income decreased ¥6.3 billion, to ¥14.5 billion.

Kobe Steel has increased the production capacity of standard
DPNQSFTTPSTBU,PCFMDP$PNQSFTTPST.BOVGBDUVSJOH 4IBOHIBJ 
$PSQPSBUJPO ,$.4 GSPN VOJUTUP VOJUT%FNBOEGPS
standard compressors is growing in China and exports are gainJOHNPNFOUVNJO"TJBODPVOUSJFTJODMVEJOH 5IBJMBOE .BMBZTJB
and Vietnam. Kobe Steel plans to steadily meet this demand. In
July 2011, we completed an additional factory assembly line. The
expansion will beef-up our capacity to supply China and Southeast
"TJBBOEFYQBOEPVSCVTJOFTTXIJMFSFEVDJOHQSPEVDUJPODPTUT

Billions of yen

Net sales
Ordinary income

2010

2011

Change

173.8

154.5

-11.1%

20.9

14.5

-30.4%
Expanded production
capacity at KCMS

TOPICS
Kobe Steel Establishes Base in India for Tire and Rubber
Machinery Business
In November 2010, Kobe Steel established L&T Kobelco Machinery
Private Limited as a joint venture with Larsen & Toubro Limited
IFSFBGUFS i-5w BNBKPSFOHJOFFSJOHBOEDPOTUSVDUJPODPNQBOZ
in India. With automobile production in India rapidly increasing,
more tire plants are being constructed and demand is expected to
rise. L&T is India’s leading maker of tire curing presses and possesses a strong sales network in India, as well as Europe and the
Middle East. The new joint venture will fully leverage this network to
expand sales in India, Europe, the Middle East and other regions.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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/BUVSBM3FTPVSDFTBOE
Engineering Business
Net sales

Ordinary
income

-2.0%

¥64.3 billion

-35.6%

Ordinary
income ratio

¥3.1 billion

-2.5 points

4.7%

Fiscal 2010 Overview

wide range of fields, from upstream to downstream processes,

Orders in fiscal 2010 exceeded those of the previous fiscal year,
thanks primarily to an order for a large direct reduction plant.
 "TBSFTVMU PSEFSTJOGJTDBMJODSFBTFEZFBSPO
ZFBS UPdCJMMJPO"UUIFFOEPGUIFGJTDBMZFBS UIFCBDLMPHPG
orders stood at ¥95.7 billion.
Segment sales in fiscal 2010 remained almost unchanged from
the previous fiscal year at ¥64.3 billion. However, ordinary income
decreased ¥1.7 billion, to ¥3.1 billion owing to the difference in the
type of orders received.

which will enable them to mutually explore collaborative efforts and
ventures in India and the global market.
Kobe Steel Receives Plant Order from Bahrain Steel Company
,PCF4UFFMXBTBXBSEFEBDPOUSBDUUPTVQQMZB.*%3&9® Direct
3FEVDUJPO1MBOUXJUIBOBOOVBMDBQBDJUZPGNJMMJPONFUSJDUPOT
UP#BISBJOT6OJUFE4UFFM$PNQBOZ 46-# 6OEFSUIFGVMMUVSOLFZ
project, Kobe Steel is responsible for all phases of the project from
the design to the equipment supply, construction, and start up of
the direct reduction plant.

Billions of yen

Net sales
Ordinary income

2010

2011

Change

65.6

64.3

-2.0%

4.7

3.1

-35.6%

TOPICS
Kobe Steel and India’s SAIL Sign MOU for Comprehensive
Strategic Collaboration
In November 2010, Kobe Steel and India’s public-sector company,
4UFFM"VUIPSJUZPG*OEJB-JNJUFE 4"*- TJHOFEBNFNPSBOEVNPG
VOEFSTUBOEJOH .06 GPSDPNQSFIFOTJWFDPMMBCPSBUJPODPWFSJOH
technologies, projects and other areas for the purpose of building
a mutually beneficial relationship in the iron and steel business in
the booming India market, where growth potential is high, and in
other regions.
 ,PCF4UFFMBOE4"*-IBEQSFWJPVTMZCFHVOBGFBTJCJMJUZTUVEZ
for a joint venture that would utilize Kobe Steel’s ITmk3® ironmaking process. With both companies sharing a desire to further
develop the relationship, a comprehensive MOU was signed and
products, technologies and projects that could promote cooperation between them are being examined.
 4"*-JT*OEJBTMBSHFTUTUFFMNBLFSBOEIBTOVNFSPVTJSPOPSF
and coal mines. Kobe Steel possesses world-class technologies
for producing high value-added steel products, as well as for raw
material processing and iron unit production including pellets,
direct reduced iron and the ITmk3 ® ironmaking process. Both
companies intend to build a cooperative relationship covering a
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South Korea’s First AGT System Commences Operation
Busan Metro Line 4, South Korea’s first automated guideway
USBOTJU ,"(5 TZTUFN XIJDI,PCF4UFFMIFMQFEEFWFMPQ DPNmenced operation in March 2011.
The new transit system is a fully automated rubber-tired guideway transit system that has attracted much attention in South
Korea as the first project to develop and commercialize a light rail
system in that country.
In charge of the train line’s system engineering, Kobe Steel
played a role in coordinating the development of the entire system,
from the delivery of signal equipment to system operation training,
key components in the new transit system. Through its work on
the project, Kobe Steel has
contributed to controlling
traffic congestion in the city
of Busan and making life
more convenient for local
residents.

,"(5,03&""650."5&%
(6*%&8":53"/4*5
Light rail national development project
of a new unmanned transit system in
South Korea

Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Net sales

Ordinary
income

-16.0%

¥69.6 billion

+90.0%

Ordinary
income ratio

¥3.1 billion

+2.5 points

4.5%

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Order Received for Nishiakigawa Waste Treatment Facility

Consolidated results in fiscal 2010 were mixed. Orders increased
11.0% compared with the previous fiscal year to ¥64.9 billion
due largely to an order for the upgrading and operation of the
/JTIJBLJHBXB4BOJUBUJPO"TTPDJBUJPOTXBTUFUSFBUNFOUGBDJMJUZ
Sales, on the other hand, declined 16.0% year on year to ¥69.6
billion. From a profit perspective, ordinary income surged 90.0%
to ¥3.1 billion owing mainly to firm trends in the after-sales service
field. Net income increased 89.0% compared with the previous
fiscal year to ¥1.8 billion.

In March 2011, Kobelco Eco-Solutions, together with Kobelco Eco.BJOUFOBODF$P -UE "/%0$PSQPSBUJPO BOE5BLBIBTIJ6FEB
"TTPDJBUFT$P -UE SFDFJWFEBOPSEFSUPVQHSBEFBOEPQFSBUFUIF
/JTIJBLJHBXB4BOJUBUJPO"TTPDJBUJPOTXBTUFUSFBUNFOUGBDJMJUZ5IJT
Design-Build-Operate project entails the full gamut of contracting services from designing and building to operating the facility
over a 20-year period. The company’s fluidized-bed gasification
and melting furnace was selected because of its safety, stability
and economic efficiency, as well as its superior ability to recycle
waste to reduce final disposal, a major issue, and its high rate of
heat recovery. Looking ahead,
Kobelco Eco-Solutions will target more orders by harnessing
the strength of its technological
capabilities nurtured as the
leading Japanese manufacturer
of this type of facility.

Billions of yen

Net sales
Ordinary income

2010

2011

82.9

69.6

Change
-16.0%

1.7

3.1

+90.0%

TOPICS
Japan Injects Sewage Biogas into City Gas Pipes
Kobelco Eco-Solutions Co., Ltd. has completed construction of a
gasification facility for refining biogas derived from sewage sludge
at Kobe City’s Higashinada Sewage Treatment Plant to the same
quality as city gas used in homes. Working with Kobe City and
Osaka Gas Co., Ltd., the company began injecting sewage biogas
in city gas pipes in October 2010. Initially, it expects to supply
800,000 cubic meters of biogas annually, or the equivalent of
2,000 households.
Biogas is a combustible gas that is generated when biomass,
such as sewage sludge and food residue, undergoes methane ferNFOUBUJPO"TJUJTBDBSCPOOFVUSBMFOFSHZ JUTIPXTHSFBUQSPNJTF
for use in reducing the consumption of fossil fuels.
With the start up of this business, the Higashinada facility will
be able to make 100% effective
use of biogas.

Vietnam Subsidiary Established
In November 2010, Kobelco Eco-Solutions established Kobelco
Eco-Solutions Vietnam Co., Ltd., a subsidiary in Ho Chi Minh City.
With overseas expansion positioned as one of its basic policies in
its medium-term vision for fiscal 2015, Kobelco Eco-Solutions is
FYQBOEJOHJUTXBUFSUSFBUNFOUCVTJOFTTJO"TJB NBJOMZJO7JFUOBN
Numerous new facilities have been planned for Vietnam including
steel plants, electric power stations, food processing factories,
and water supply and sewage systems. Kobelco Eco-Solutions
converted its Vietnam office into a subsidiary to meet the vigorous
demand for water treatment.
The Vietnam subsidiary intends to
expand orders through carefully planned
sales activities that include after-sales
service. The subsidiary will also put in
place a structure that will enable it to
carry out projects to further increase
earnings and expand business.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Kobelco Construction Machinery
Net sales

+45.9%

Ordinary
income

¥313.1 billion

+375.2%

¥26.3 billion

Ordinary
income ratio

+5.8 points

8.4%

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Hydraulic Excavator Plant in India Begins Full Operation

In fiscal 2010, unit sales of hydraulic excavators in China, a major
market, were substantially higher than in fiscal 2009. Unit sales also
JODSFBTFEJO4PVUIFBTU"TJB XIFSFEFNBOEDPOUJOVFEUPSFDPWFS 
and in Japan, where demand began to pick up. Furthermore,
to strengthen its cost competitiveness, Kobelco Construction
Machinery Co., Ltd. took steps to improve production efficiency
BOEGVSUIFSSFEVDFDPTUT WBMVFFOHJOFFSJOH JO+BQBO
 "T B SFTVMU  TFHNFOU TBMFT TVSHFE  ZFBS PO ZFBS  UP
¥313.1 billion, while ordinary income jumped ¥20.8 billion, to
¥26.3 billion.

Subsidiary Kobelco Construction Equipment India Pvt. Ltd. held
an opening ceremony at its newly constructed hydraulic excavator
QMBOUJOUIFTPVUIFBTU*OEJBOTUBUFPG"OEISB1SBEFTIPO"QSJM 
marking the start of full operation at the new facility. With a population nearly equal to that of China and a vast land area, India’s
economic growth has continued steadily, even after the Lehman
#SPUIFST DPMMBQTF "NJE WJHPSPVT JOGSBTUSVDUVSF EFWFMPQNFOU 
hydraulic excavator demand has been increasing year by year. In
fiscal 2010, hydraulic excavator demand stood at 11,000 units,
approaching that of Japan. In fiscal 2015, demand is expected to
reach 25,000 units. The new
plant produces 20-ton-class
hydraulic excavators and has
a production capacity of 1,200
units per year.

Billions of yen

Net sales
Ordinary income

2010

2011

214.6

313.1

Change
+45.9%

5.5

26.3

+375.2%

TOPICS
Excavators with Auto Idle Stop (AIS) Function and Low-Noise
Excavators with iNDr (Cooling System) are Registered in New
Technology Information System (NETIS)
"MMPG,PCFMDP$POTUSVDUJPO.BDIJOFSZTFYDBWBUPST XJUI"VUP
*EMF 4UPQ "*4  GVODUJPOT BOE FJHIU PG JUT MPXOPJTF FYDBWBUPST
XJUIJ/%S DPPMJOHTZTUFN IBWFCFFOSFHJTUFSFEJOUIF.JOJTUSZPG
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism’s New Technology
*OGPSNBUJPO4ZTUFN /&5*4 
&YDMVEFTDFSUBJONJOJFYDBWBUPST 
#0."(QSPEVDUTBOETQFDJBM
machines with magnet attachment.
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SK80 hybrid hydraulic excavator (SK80H-2) receives “Minister
of the Environment Award for the Promotion of Measures to
Cope with Global Warming” (Technology Development and
Product Development Categories) for Fiscal 2010
Kobelco Construction Machinery’s hybrid hydraulic excavator has
achieved a 40% reduction in CO2 through lower fuel consumption
compared with existing models. Excavators are developed under
the Group’s comprehensive technology framework, which includes
UIFDPPQFSBUJPOPGUIF,PCF$PSQPSBUF3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSJFT/PU
only is Kobelco Construction Machinery’s fuel consumption reduction technology being used in hybrid hydraulic excavators, it is also
being fully used in standard hydraulic excavators. For example, our
20-ton-class excavators have
20% lower fuel consumption
than conventional excavators.
We are constantly working to
achieve comprehensive CO 2
reductions in order to realize a
low-carbon society.

Kobelco Cranes
Net sales

Ordinary
income

-25.8%

¥41.0 billion

-¥2.6 billion

-¥1.4 billion

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Groundbreaking Ceremony for New Crawler Crane Plant in India

&YDFQUGPSBGFX"TJBODPVOUSJFT EFNBOEXBTTMPX SFTVMUJOHJO
lower unit sales than in fiscal 2009.
 "TBSFTVMU TFHNFOUTBMFTEFDMJOFEZFBSPOZFBS UP
¥41.0 billion. Ordinary income dropped ¥2.6 billion, year on year,
resulting in an ordinary loss of ¥1.4 billion.

In March 2011, Kobelco Cranes held a groundbreaking ceremony
GPSBOFXDSBXMFSDSBOFGBDUPSZJOUIFTUBUFPG"OEISB1SBEFTI 
India. The new plant is Kobelco Crane’s first overseas production
base. Kobelco is also the first foreign mobile crane manufacturer
in India — among the world’s major crane makers of Japan, the
United States and Europe — to have a fully owned crawler crane
plant in that country. Production is slated to begin from November
2011. By maximizing the advantages of local production in India,
a market where further growth in demand is expected, Kobelco
Cranes seeks to capture a greater share of market demand and
firmly establish a local presence.

Billions of yen

Net sales
0SEJOBSZJODPNF MPTT

2010

2011

Change

55.2

41.0

-25.8%

1.2

-1.4

—

TOPICS
Kobelco Cranes Enters Crawler Crane Business in China
In March 2010, Group subsidiary Kobelco Cranes Co., Ltd.
decided to begin local production in China to strengthen its business in the world’s largest crawler crane market. Kobelco Cranes
will thereby become the first Japanese crawler crane manufacturer
to begin production in China. It has set an annual production target of 80 cranes, or nearly 7% of crawler crane demand in China,
by 2015. With this production facility, the Kobelco Group becomes
the world’s first manufacturer to produce hydraulic excavators and
crawler cranes in China and India, both massive markets.

Kobelco Cranes Exhibits at CONEXPO 2011 — One of the
World’s Three Largest Construction Machinery Exhibitions
*O.BSDI $0/&910 UIFMBSHFTUDPOTUSVDUJPONBDIJOery exhibition in the United States, and one of the three largest in
the world, was held in Las Vegas. The event attracted exhibitors
from more than 2,400 companies from 150 countries and 120,000
visitors. Kobelco Cranes unveiled its new CK-G Series for North
"NFSJDB GFBUVSJOHBOFOHJOFUIBUNFFUTXJUIOFXFOWJSPONFOUBM
regulation standards. Kobelco also exhibited its new CK1100G
and CK2750G models, both of which attracted a great deal of
visitor interest.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Other Businesses
Net sales

Ordinary
income

-15.7%

¥65.6 billion

"U4IJOLP3FBM&TUBUF$P -UE TFHNFOUTBMFTESPQQFEZFBS
on year, to ¥65.6 billion, due to fewer handovers of condominiums
in the real estate business. However, ordinary income increased
¥3.4 billion year on year, to ¥6.5 billion, mainly from a rebound in
demand from the transport and electronics industries in the testing
BOEBOBMZTJTCVTJOFTTPG,PCFMDP3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUF *OD
Billions of yen

Ordinary income

Ordinary
income ratio

¥6.5 billion

Fiscal 2010 Overview

Net sales

+110.1%

2010

2011

Change

77.8

65.6

-15.7%

3.1

6.5

+110.1%

TOPICS
4IJOLP3FBM&TUBUF$P -UE
*O.BZ 4IJOLP3FBM&TUBUF$P -UEDPNQMFUFEDPOTUSVDUJPO
of G-Clef Mikage-Shiro-no-Mae, the first eco-project property from
the G-Clef housing brand to incorporate eco-friendly equipment,
specifications and design under
the slogan “Home, People,
&$0w 4IJOLP 3FBM &TUBUF XJMM
continue to promote and provide eco-friendly properties.

,PCF)BSCPS5PXFS ,BJHBOEPSJ $IVPLV ,PCF BUPXFSDPOEPNJOJVNUIBU4IJOLP3FBM&TUBUF ,BOEFO'VEPTBO$P -UEBOE
0SJY3FBM&TUBUF$PSQPSBUJPOBSFJOWPMWFE
in, commenced sales in May 2011.

· The building utilizes a dual frame system, a new technology
that provides superior vibration control compared with
conventional earthquake-proof structures.
· The condominium has 35 floors above ground, a total of
300 units, guest rooms and a common lounge. It was built
under the supervision of the Italian fashion brand DIESEL.
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9.9%

Kobe Steel has been commissioned with the building manageNFOU GBDJMJUZNBOBHFNFOU TFDVSJUZBOEDMFBOJOH PGUIF,PCF$JUZ
Medical Center General Hospital, scheduled to open in July 2011.
This is a PFI project that is primarily managed by Kobe Steel.
Shinko Industrial Co., Ltd.
High-purity ammonia containers with mirror-like interior surface
finishing maintain ammonia gas purity
High-purity ammonia is vital to the manufacturing of LEDs, which
are being increasingly used in LCD backlight units in PCs, TVs and
other products. In recent years, with semiconductor manufacturing
plants being moved to China, there is an emerging need for large
containers to safely replenish, transport and supply high-purity
ammonia gas to China in a stable manner.
Shinko Industrial Co., Ltd. has created high-purity ammonia
DPOUBJOFSTVTJOHCBSSFMGJOJTIJOH"QPMJTIJOHBHFOUJTQMBDFEXJUIJO
the steel container and as the container is rotated, the agent grinds
the interior, thereby removing imperfections from the surface of
the container’s inner surface. Shinko Industrial has recently begun
shipping these containers for high-purity ammonia to China.

High-purity ammonia containers
are vital to LED manufacturing.
G-Clef Mikage-Shiro-no-Mae

+5.9 points

3%BOE*OUFMMFDUVBM1SPQFSUZ"DUJWJUJFT

Supporting the Kobe Steel Group, the Technical Development Group engages in basic and advanced research and
works closely with the business segments. Kobe Steel’s laboratories pursue the development of truly distinctive “Only
One” products and ever higher levels of manufacturing excellence.
The Technical Development Group serves as the Group’s R&D base, undertaking research to enhance the profitability of the business segments while pioneering new products and technologies for the future.

3%"DUJWJUJFT

R&D-related Subsidiaries

Materials Research Laboratory

t,PCFMDP3FTFBSDI*OTUJUVUF *OD
t4IJOLP3FTFBSDI$P -UE

5IF.BUFSJBMT3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ .3- FOHBHFTJOSFTFBSDI
based upon four technological fields: refining and solidification,
materials design, mechanical working, and surface control. For
UIF NBUFSJBMT CVTJOFTT  .3- JT XPSLJOH UP EFWFMPQ OFX IJHI
performance products based on material and surface design and
control, and to optimize manufacturing processes. For machinerySFMBUFECVTJOFTTFT .3-GPDVTFTPODSFBUJOHEJGGFSFOUJBUFEQSPEVDUTVUJMJ[JOHJUTFYQFSUJTFJONBUFSJBMT.3-BMTPTUSJWFTUPEFWFMPQ
new businesses based on high value-added products.

Mechanical Engineering Research Laboratory
5IF.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ .&3- DPOEVDUT
research and development in machinery, materials, the environment, energy, and steel structures. Through the use of advanced
simulation, testing, measurement, and analysis techniques in the
fields of structural, strength, dynamics, acoustics, fluids, thermal,
DPNCVTUJPO BOEDIFNJDBMUFDIOPMPHJFT .&3-XPSLTUPFOIBODF
product performance, improve production processes and design,
and focus on developing new products and technologies.

Production Systems Research Laboratory
5IF 1SPEVDUJPO 4ZTUFNT 3FTFBSDI -BCPSBUPSZ 143-  BDUJWFMZ
innovates production technologies to strengthen the Group’s
manufacturing capabilities by utilizing cutting-edge technologies
for instrumentation and inspection, control, production planning,
information system and signal processing.

Electronics Research Laboratory
5IFDPSFUFDIOPMPHJFTPGUIF&MFDUSPOJDT3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ &3- 
include those related to thin-film materials, microfabrication and
TVQFSDPOEVDUJWJUZ&3-QMBZTBQBSUJOTUSFOHUIFOJOHUIF,PCF4UFFM
Group’s business competitiveness in such growth fields as nanotechnology, the environment and energy. In addition, based on its
FMFDUSPNBHOFUJDEFTJHOBOEFMFDUSPOJDDPOUSPMUFDIOPMPHJFT &3-JT
making progress in the development of novel products in the power
electronics field and making inroads into potential new businesses.

Coal & Energy Technology Department

Recent R&D Achievements
Structural Analysis of Materials at Atomic Level Helps Create
New Products and Technologies
Kobe Steel has developed a method of atomic-level analysis of
microstructures that determine the performance of metals. If the
element distribution of a metal is clearly known, the cost of highfunctional materials can be lowered and additional high-functional
materials can be developed.
We have introduced a three-dimensional atom probe that
can evaluate the cubic distribution of atoms. When metal to be
examined is formed into a needle-like shape and high voltage is
applied at an extremely low temperature, atoms on the surface of
the sample become ionized and isolated. Using the varying timeof-flight that it takes for different elements to reach the detector,
we can determine the three-dimensional distribution of elements in
the metal sample.
So far, copper alloy used in terminals in cars has been examined using this technique. With demand for terminals growing due
to more automobile electrical components, these alloys are being
more frequently used in high-temperature environments such as
engine rooms. Thus, more demanding levels of heat resistance are
required to ensure terminal reliability. Through three-dimensional
atom probe analysis, it was discovered that heat resistance varies
substantially depending on the difference in the number of nickel
BOEQIPTQIPSPVTDMVTUFST BUPNBHHSFHBUFT JOUIFDPQQFSBMMPZ
 ,PCF4UFFMXJMMDPOUJOVFUPQVSTVF3%POEFWFMPQJOHIJHI
strength steel, speciality steel, high-strength aluminum alloys and
other products that contribute to creating lighter cars.

Three-dimensional atom probe

Nickel and phosphorous cluster mapping

5IF$PBM&OFSHZ5FDIOPMPHZ%FQBSUNFOU $&5% JTEFWFMPQJOH
energy conversion technologies such as the upgrading of brown
coal through dewatering and de-ashing, coal liquefaction, and the
hydrocracking of heavy oil. CETD is working to find ways to effectively use the world’s untapped natural resources and contribute
to securing stable and diversified energy sources for Japan.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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Excavator Development Accelerates Energy-Savings
In recent years, with environmental problems emerging and calls
for energy conservation, there has been a growing demand for
fuel-efficient construction machinery.
 5IF.FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZEFWFMPQFE
an analysis method based on SINDYS, a nonlinear dynamic analysis program developed by Kobe Steel, which can evaluate prior
to test production the dynamic behavior and fuel consumption
performance that occurs during the actual operation of a hydraulic
excavator, a machine that intricately combines a hydraulically
controlled system, a mechanical linkage system, and other sysUFNT5IFMBCBMTPEFWFMPQFEUIF)*-4 FWBMVBUJPOUFDIOPMPHZ 
which combines the actual machine and analysis to evaluate
performance. Through the application of these technologies, it
was able to design and develop an efficient and effective low fuel
consumption hydraulic excavator by selecting, effectively verifying,
and improving measures proposed based on loss power contribution analysis during actual excavator operation.
 ,PCFMDP $POTUSVDUJPO .BDIJOFSZT "$&3" (&041&$  BO
excavator that complies with Tier III emission regulations, consumes 20% less fuel than existing excavators due to its complete
reduction of hydraulic loss and optimized control of the hydraulic
system and power source. We will develop additional energysaving technologies with the goal of producing the next generation
of energy-saving construction machinery.
)BSEXBSF *O UIF -PPQ 4JNVMBUJPO " UFDIOPMPHZ UIBU TJNVMBUFT XJUI B IJHI EFHSFF PG
accuracy the actual operating conditions of construction machinery on a benchmark testing
machine by combining the actual machinery with the computer simulation, thereby enabling
performance testing on individual machinery that approaches actual operating conditions.

"$&3"(&041&$
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HILS Performance Evaluation System

material cost of high-melting-point metal. To solve this problem,
UIF&MFDUSPOJDT3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZEFWFMPQFEBMVNJOVNBMMPZ
thin film with a heat resistance of 600ºC and electrical resistivity of
less than half that of high-melting-point metal. By effectively adding
multiple elements in the aluminum, we were able to achieve a heat
resistance of 600ºC and a low electrical resistivity of 5.3μΩcm,
less than half that of molybdenum and one-fifth that of tantalum.
Currently, display manufacturers are already at the evaluation
stage of these new alloys. With the development of this aluminum
alloy thin film, we have shifted our focus beyond the field of displays and have begun expanding into wiring material for fluorescent
vacuum tubes and electrode material for power semiconductors.
We will continue expanding into other fields where high-meltingpoint metal thin film is used.

*OUFMMFDUVBM1SPQFSUZ"DUJWJUJFT
IP Management at the Product, Technology Level
Strategic intellectual property activities are essential to the Kobe
Steel Group’s rigorous pursuit of high-end “Only One” products,
one of the basic policies of KOBELCO VISION “G.” In recent
years, the importance of intellectual property has been growing
BOENBLJOHJUOFDFTTBSZGPSCVTJOFTTEJWJTJPOT 3%VOJUTBOE
intellectual property departments to cooperate in a “barrier free”
way, promoting communication throughout the Group. Further,
there have been calls for a response to the increasing problems of
DPVOUFSGFJUQSPEVDUTJO"TJBBOEIJHIFSJODJEFODFPGUFDIOPMPHJDBM
leakage from companies.
 "NJE UIJT FOWJSPONFOU  UIF (SPVQT *1 BDUJWJUJFT IBWF
SFWPMWFEBSPVOE  QSPNPUJOHJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZNBOBHFNFOU
 TUSFOHUIFOJOHJUTHMPCBMSFTQPOTFBOE  JNQSPWJOHDPPQFSBtion in the area of intellectual property throughout the Group. Most
importantly, with regard to intellectual property management for
individual products and technologies, we are moving forward
on utilizing a new intellectual property management system and
constructing a patent network in Japan and abroad.

Aluminum Alloy Thin Film with Heat Resistance of 600ºC

Overview of Fiscal 2010

We are developing new alloy materials including aluminum alloy
thin film as wiring material for LCD display substrates. Kobe Steel
had developed an aluminum-neodymium alloy thin film that is heat
resistant at 400ºC and serves as an industry standard material.
In this very same market, high-resolution displays as typified
by those used in smartphones have recently been attracting attention. To achieve such high resolution, our only option was to use
a metal thin film with a high melting point, as the temperature of
the display manufacturing process had risen and a heat resistance
of 600ºC was required in the wiring material. However, there
were problems in terms of the high electrical resistivity and high

In fiscal 2010, Kobe Steel received nearly 620 new patents in
Japan, primarily to protect “Only One” products, which now gives
the Company approximately 4,500 total patents. Moreover, as a
result of the globalization of its business, Kobe Steel is strengthFOJOHJUTBQQMJDBUJPOPGOFXQBUFOUTPWFSTFBT FTQFDJBMMZJO"TJB 
which now account for almost 30% of its total number of patent
applications.

"//6"-3&1035■,0#&45&&-(3061
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CSR Goals
Achieve sustainable development
in partnership with society

Provide diverse stakeholders
with greater satisfaction

Pursue environmental
and social contribution projects

Shareholders and investors

Customers &
business partners

Employees

Corporate governance
Internal control
Compliance
Risk management

Environmental
management

Social contribution

Corporate Social Responsibility

We at the Kobe Steel Group are keenly aware of our corporate social responsibility (CSR), an important element of
Group management. We therefore pursue various environmental and social-contribution projects based on our
Corporate Code of Ethics. Committed to strengthening our compliance measures and protecting the environment, we
will continue to develop along with society by providing our diverse stakeholders with greater levels of satisfaction.

Corporate Governance

CSR Promotion System
Amid a drastically changing operating environment, in 2006, we
established a CSR Committee that is in charge of determining
policies related to corporate social responsibility and providing
centralized implementation.
To facilitate discussion, make proposals and conduct follow-up
verification of important matters, we also established a Compliance
Committee to advise the Board of Directors.
The CSR Committee’s Report Production Subcommittee
compiles information concerning CSR activities and publishes it
each year in the form of a Sustainability Report.

With its operating environment undergoing major changes, Kobe
Steel is being strongly urged to increase its self-monitoring
capability and take on even greater responsibility than before.
It is therefore keenly aware that it cannot survive nor raise its
corporate value without strictly adhering to rules and regulations
and effective corporate governance.

Corporate Governance
Basic Concept of Corporate Governance
In place of a corporate system with committees that completely
separates the supervision and execution of business operations, Kobe Steel opted for a corporate system with a Board of
Corporate Auditors in order to achieve a more agile management
driven by people who are familiar with Kobe Steel’s businesses. In
addition, with the goal of achieving an increasingly transparent and
fair business structure, the Company is taking various initiatives
including the selection of outside directors and the strengthening
of supervisory functions.

CSR Promotion Structure
Board of Directors
Compliance Committee
(Secretariat: Legal Dept.)

President & CEO

Executive Council
CSR Committee
(Secretariat: Corporate Planning Department)

Environmental Management
Committee
(Secretariat: Environmental Control
& Disaster Prevention Dept.)

Environmental Management Promotion
Employees

Shareholders & Investors

Social Contribution

Customers & Business Partners
Business Activities
Ensuring Reliable Financial Reports

Risk Management
Internal Control Activities
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Compliance

Corporate Social Responsibility

Board of Directors and Corporate Auditors
Structure of the Board of Directors
As stipulated in Article 18 of Kobe Steel’s Articles of Incorporation,
the Board of Directors may consist of no more than 15 members.
Kobe Steel’s Board is comprised of the president, key directors at
corporate headquarters and directors of the five major business
divisions to encourage active and wide discussion. In addition,
there are two outside directors who have no conflicting interests
with the Company, for a total of 11 board members. An additional role of the outside directors is to serve as members of the
Independent Committee established under Kobe Steel’s Policy
on the Large-Scale Purchasing of its Shares. The Independent
Committee is convened when a large-scale purchase of the
Company’s shares is proposed, over and above the regular meetings held twice a year to collect information about the business
environment surrounding the Company and its performance
during the said period as well as external factors including recent
Companies Act revisions and stock market conditions. By sharing knowledge and discussing the aforementioned topics, the
Independent Committee members are prepared for contingencies
so that they are able to make recommendations to the Board of
Directors that are fair, impartial and appropriate.
Structure of the Board of Corporate Auditors
In accordance with Japan’s Companies Act, the Board of
Corporate Auditors must consist of three or more corporate

auditors, the majority of whom must be outside corporate auditors.
The Company has appointed five corporate auditors, including
three outside corporate auditors from legal, financial and industrial
circles in order to ensure a more transparent and fair business
management as well as better supervisory functions.
With the appointment of two outside directors and three outside corporate auditors, the Company’s Board of Directors consists of five individuals who are separated from business execution
involvement and hold fair and neutral positions. These changes
have helped to improve Kobe Steel’s governance system.

Business Execution Structure
Directors and Corporate Officers
Appointed by shareholders at the General Meeting of Stockholders,
directors who have legal responsibilities to shareholders, business
partners and other stakeholders play a central role in business
execution and control the business operations of principal business divisions. Corporate officers, under the leadership of the
directors, are responsible for the conduct of business affairs, and
therefore occupy an important position at Kobe Steel. Although
not constituting a legal body, officers of the Company are elected
by the Board of Directors and carry out duties that the president
assigns to them.
To enable the Company to quickly respond to a rapidly changing business environment, the term of office of both directors and
officers has been set at one year.

Corporate Governance
General Meeting of Stockholders
Appoints

Appoints
Board of Directors

Audits
5 Corporate Auditors

Audits

Consults

Compliance Committee

Advises

President & CEO (Chairperson)
Vice President
Outside Professionals

11 Directors

(Including 3 Outside
Corporate Auditors)

(Including 2 Outside Directors)

Appoints
President & CEO
Appoints

Internal Reporting System
Legal Counsels

Executive Council

Committees

Audit Dept.

Audits

Executive Liaison Committee

Business Units
Directors, Officers

Accounting Auditors
Accounting
Auditing

Management System
(Decision making, information sharing)
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Management System
In 1999, Kobe Steel adopted an internal company management
system to increase profitability in each business unit and to
implement structural reforms through the selection and focus of
management resources. However, in order to adapt to changing
times, the Kobe Steel Group shifted to a business unit system in
April 2010, recognizing the importance of transcending boundaries
between business units to maximize advantages from the Group’s
diverse businesses and reinforce Groupwide collaboration.
Under this system, the Group Executive Council (held quarterly) and the Executive Council (held semimonthly) convene to
discuss the business direction, including the business strategy of
the Group, as well as to confer over matters deliberated on in the
Board of Directors meetings.
The Executive Liaison Committee (held quarterly)—composed
of directors responsible for business execution, corporate officers,
executive technical advisors, and the presidents and directors
of affiliates appointed by the president—shares information on
important management issues.
Other committees may be set up as forums for relevant parties
to consider the president’s and senior executives’ advice before
deliberating on issues that have a material impact on the overall
business of the Company.

department. Corporate auditors also maintain close cooperation
with others through reports they receive about the status of internal control system implementation, including compliance and risk
management status, and the audit results, thereby enabling them
to conduct efficient audits.

Compliance Initiatives
Compliance Committee
The Compliance Committee was established as an advisory body
to the Board of Directors and undertakes a wide range of initiatives. Specifically, the Compliance Committee works to raise the
effectiveness of compliance management not only through the
drafting of compliance programs and confirming the progress
status of them, but also by submitting measures related to reports
made through the Internal Reporting System for discussion at
Board of Directors meetings.

Compliance System
Consults
Compliance Committee

Board of Directors
Advises

Companywide Compliance Director

Internal Audits, Corporate Auditors
and Accounting Audit System
Internal Audits
Kobe Steel established the Audit Department as an independent
auditing body to conduct internal audits. Audits, especially those
conducted in the head office departments for compliance, environment and information security, are carried out cooperatively or
in partnership between the Audit Department and the respective
administrative departments at headquarters.

Internal Reporting System

Compliance Planning & Administration Section
Administrative Departments
in Business Divisions and Companies
Compliance Managers
Employees

Accounting Audits
Accounting audits are conducted by three certified public accountants (CPAs) from KPMG. Other CPAs and junior accountants
from KPMG AZSA & Co. are responsible for assisting with the
accounting audits.

Internal Reporting System
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Companywide Compliance Director

(external lawyers)

Coordination between Internal Audits,
Corporate Audits and Accounting Audits
Corporate auditors routinely meet with accounting auditors to
closely collaborate through the exchange of views about the audit
system, the audit plan and audit status. Also, when necessary,
corporate auditors accompany accounting auditors on their audits
of business sites and receive timely reports about the progress
of those audits. Furthermore, corporate auditors are routinely
informed about audit policies and plans by the internal audit

Contacts

Contact Point

Feeds back
Submits

Submits

Compliance Committee
Notifies

Feeds
back

Reports

Directs investigation
and response

Deliberation
Investigation & response
Compliance Planning & Administration Section
Collaborates

Notifying Party
(whistle-blower)

Responds

Affected Departments

Corporate Social Responsibility

Corporate Code of Ethics
The Corporate Code of Ethics sets out principles and guidelines
established to maintain legal compliance and make Kobe Steel
a better company. The Corporate Code of Ethics consists of the
Corporate Ethical Principles and Standards of Corporate Conduct.
Major Group companies have also formulated similar policies.
The Corporate Ethical Principles sets forth the standards by
which Kobe Steel, its directors, officers and employees must comply in conducting the Company’s various business activities, and
covers the following principles.
From Kobe Steel’s Corporate Code of Ethics:

Kobe Steel will:
1. Operate business fairly and honestly and comply with applicable laws, rules and principles of society.
2. Contribute to society by offering excellent products and
services. In particular, pay special attention to product safety
and the protection of personal and customer information.
3. Create a safe, comfortable and productive workplace and
respect the individuality and differences of employees.
4. Respect the interests of stakeholders. Maintain healthy,
positive relations with society at large including customers,
partners, employees and shareholders.
5. Be a good corporate citizen that contributes to local
communities.
6. Contribute to protecting the environment and creating a
livable society.
7. Respect the culture and customs of other nations and contribute to the growth and development of their communities.
Standards of Corporate Conduct
were specifically established as particularly important standards of behavior that
allow the Corporate Ethical Principles to
be put into practice in employees’ daily
work activities. An operational manual
has been created to explain in greater
detail each item set out in the Standards
of Corporate Conduct so that employees are thoroughly trained.

Risk Management Activities
Kobe Steel has been carrying out risk management activities with
the goal of achieving an organizational culture that is highly sensitive to compliance issues.
This means that, in addition to compliance risks that are universal throughout the Company in light of legal and societal changes,
after the divisions have identified and checked by themselves the
risks within their individual businesses, they formulate an annual

risk management plan while consulting internal Company rules,
manuals and other documentation as necessary. After that, every
year each division turns the Plan, Do, Check, Action (PDCA) cycle
by implementing the plan (Do), reviewing the results (Check) and
reflecting any improvements in next year’s risk management plan
(Action).
In addition, staff, mainly from corporate headquarters, visit
offices and plants to ensure that the PDCA cycle for Companywide
risk management activities is being properly turned. They verify
what progress has been made while collaborating with each location’s compliance department.
To ensure effectiveness, the results of the year’s activities
of each division are incorporated in plans for the next year and
subsequent years after executive management has verified them.
Measures and policies are also adopted based on risk management activities with the goal of creating a corporate culture
that is more highly sensitive to compliance issues.

Group Company Compliance System
Each Kobe Steel Group company has established a Compliance
Committee, a Corporate Code of Ethics and introduced an
Internal Reporting System. A Compliance Officer and Compliance
Promotion Manager have been appointed in each company and
they pursue their efforts in coordination with Kobe Steel. Group
companies also engage in risk management activities.

Basic Policy for Parties Affecting Policy Decisions of
Kobe Steel’s Financial and Business Affairs
(hereinafter, “Basic Policy on Corporate Control”)
Basic Policy
Kobe Steel, Ltd. (hereinafter, “Kobe Steel” or the “Company”),
as a listed company, naturally accepts, in the course of open
stock trading, large-scale purchases of its shares (hereinafter,
“Large-Scale Purchases” or “Large-Scale Purchasing”) that result
in a change of corporate control if such purchase facilitates the
protection and enhancement of its corporate value, and ultimately,
the common interests of its shareholders.
However, Japanese capital markets have recently witnessed a
number of instances in which corporate shares have been rapidly
purchased on a massive scale without the adequate disclosure
of information to public shareholders or investors. Large-scale
purchases or proposals of this type may cause irreparable harm
to Kobe Steel or may not provide its shareholders with needed
information or sufficient time for them to determine whether to
accept these large-scale purchases. Such purchases may harm
Kobe Steel’s corporate value and ultimately, the common interests
of its shareholders.
More specifically, Kobe Steel is engaged in a wide range
of businesses, including the materials and machinery sectors,
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and because the Company has broad business interests, it has
numerous stakeholders and many synergies created as a result of
its businesses. Kobe Steel views all of these factors as sources
of its corporate value. Therefore, if Large-Scale Purchasers, who
lack an adequate understanding of these stakeholder relationships
and synergies among businesses, were to control the finances
and the business policies of Kobe Steel, the corporate value of the
Company, and ultimately, the common interests of its shareholders
could be impaired. Accordingly, Kobe Steel believes that any party
that is to have any influence over its financial and business policy
decisions must be one that fully understands the Company’s management principles, the sources of its corporate value, and the
relationships of mutual trust it shares with its stakeholders, which
are necessary and indispensable for the enhancement of corporate value, and ultimately, the common interests of shareholders.
Therefore, such a party must also be able to protect and enhance
Kobe Steel’s corporate value, and ultimately, the common interests of its shareholders. On the contrary, Kobe Steel views any
party involved in a large-scale purchase or proposal described
above to be an unsuitable party to have influence over its financial
and business policy decisions.
In light of Kobe Steel’s operating environment—with ever
intensifying international competition—corporate acquisitions are
quite naturally increasing. Therefore, a large-scale purchase of our
stock that materially impacts our management policies is undeniably possible.
On the other hand, in the takeover bid system that would be
used in such large-scale purchases, as long as it is at least based
on the current system, there may be times when shareholders do
not have sufficient information or time to review the relative merits
of a large-scale stock purchase in order to make a decision.
Which is to say, in light of past large merger and acquisition
projects in Japan and abroad, even when conducted amicably,
in many cases it has taken more than six months to negotiate
an agreement. To contribute to increasing corporate value, and
ultimately, the common interests of shareholders, large-scale purchases, even those that are undertaken without the prior consent
of management, must be ensured the same time period for information disclosure and examination and evaluation as is provided
in the case of friendly acquisitions. The Company believes that
procedures to ensure this are necessary when shareholders select
the party who is to be in control of determining the Company’s
financial and business policies.
With the above in mind, Kobe Steel believes rules must be
established whereby Large-Scale Purchasers are forced to provide
to the Board of Directors in advance necessary and sufficient information in connection with the Large-Scale Purchase, and to initiate
Large-Scale Purchases only after the expiry of a specific period of
time for the examination and evaluation by the shareholders and
the Board of Directors.
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Initiatives to Prevent Unsuitable Parties from Influencing
Kobe Steel’s Financial and Business Policy Decisions in
Light of Its Basic Policy on Corporate Control
At the General Meeting of Stockholders held on June 23, 2011,
the following plan (hereinafter, “the Plan”) to prevent Kobe Steel’s
financial and business policies from being controlled by parties
deemed inappropriate was approved.
[Overview of the plan]
The Plan stipulates that the following procedure be taken when a
Large-Scale Purchase of the Company’s shares is made.
1. Providing Required Information
With respect to Large-Scale Purchasers of Kobe Steel’s stock,
shareholders and the Board of Directors must decide whether the
proposed Large-Scale Purchase further improves corporate value
as well as the common interests of shareholders. To reach that
decision, information is required prior to the Large-Scale Purchase
about the purpose of the share acquisition and the post-share
acquisition management policy.
However, Kobe Steel shall not engage in operations that deviate from that aim, such as demanding that Large-Scale Purchasers
provide information exceeding the standards necessary and sufficient for the shareholders, Board of Directors and Independent
Committee of the Company to decide whether the Large-Scale
Purchase is appropriate.
2. Establishment of an Independent Committee
To prevent its Board of Directors from making arbitrary judgments
and ensure that procedures under the share purchasing rules
remain objective, fair, and reasonable, an Independent Committee
has been established as an organization independent from the
Board of Directors. The Independent Committee is composed of
outside attorneys, certified public accountants, tax accountants,
academic experts and outside managers as well as outside directors of the Company.
3. Examination and Evaluation
After disclosing that it has received necessary and sufficient information and secured the periods of time listed below from such
disclosure date, the Independent Committee will report to the
Board of Directors on whether it should initiate takeover defense
measures, based on its examination and judgment of the legitimacy of the Large-Scale Purchase.

Corporate Social Responsibility

Examination and Evaluation Period
In the case of a takeover bid of all of the Company’s
shares with Japanese yen in cash

60 days

Other than that above

90 days

4. Initiation of Takeover Defense Measures
The Board of Directors decides whether to initiate takeover defense
measures after giving serious consideration to the Independent
Committee’s report. The takeover defense measures involve the
distribution of share purchase warrants to shareholders under
certain terms and conditions, which include prohibiting the exercise of the share purchase warrants by Large-Scale Purchasers.
Therefore, exercising these share purchase warrants has the
effect of reducing the ratio of the aforementioned Large-Scale
Purchasers’ voting rights and blocking any Large-Scale Purchase
feared to be detrimental to corporate value and the common interests of shareholders.
In addition, as part of the share purchase warrants’ terms and
conditions, the Board of Directors shall not attach any redemption clauses to the effect that the Company will provide cash as
consideration for the redemption of those warrants held by the
Large-Scale Purchasers.

Should the Independent Committee rationally judge it is necessary for the evaluation period of the Large-Scale Purchase to
be extended, the Company shall extend such period by up to 60
days, and the relevant Large-Scale Purchase shall be implemented
after the extended evaluation period.
As a general rule, the resolutions of the Independent
Committee shall be made by a majority vote with all members
in attendance. However, should it be deemed unavoidable, the
Independent Committee’s resolution may be made by a majority
vote of those members present at a meeting attended by a majority of Independent Committee members. However, should the
Independent Committee recommend that the Board of Directors
take defensive measures, the resolution of such recommendation
will require at least one affirmative vote from a Committee member
who serves as an outside director of the Company.

5. Effective Term
The effective term lasts up to the time of the end of the first Board
of Directors meeting to be held after the General Meeting of
Stockholders, which is scheduled for June 2013.

Schematic Flow Diagram
① Necessary information and evaluation time frame

④

provided by established rules

Countermeasures not exercised

If the established rules are observed, then in principle
①➝②➝③➝④
If the established rules are not observed, then in principle
❶➝❷➝❸

② Information provided

from both Large-Scale
Purchaser and
Board of Directors

Independent
Committee

Large-Scale
Purchaser

After completion of
Large-Scale Purchase

Board of
Directors
③ Recommendation on

➍

whether countermeasures
should be exercised

❶ Necessary information

and evaluation
time frame
not provided

to exercise
countermeasures

Countermeasures
exercised
(distribution of share
purchase warrant)

❷ Recommendation

Violation of
established rules

Shareholders
Receipt of shares by shareholders’
exercise of share purchase warrant
or exchange by Kobe Steel

Large-Scale Purchaser
❸

Unable to exercise share purchase warrant

Note: For details, please refer to the press release “Continuation of Kobe Steel, Ltd.’s Policy on Large-Scale Purchasing of its Shares
(Anti-Takeover Measures)” released on April 27, 2011 on the Company’s website (http://www.kobelco.co.jp/english).
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Business Risks
The Kobe Steel Group’s business and financial situation include
the factors discussed below that could have a material impact
on investor decisions. Furthermore, forward-looking statements
in this text represent decisions made by the Kobe Steel Group
at the end of the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011.

1. Economic Conditions in Key Markets
Automobiles, shipbuilding, electrical machinery, construction and
civil engineering, IT, beverage containers and industrial machinery
constitute the principal areas of product demand for domestic
sales of the Kobe Steel Group. Meanwhile, overseas sales represented 35.8% of total sales in the fiscal year ended March 31,
2011, with Asia, including China—the largest single country source
of demand—accounting for over half of the overseas sales.
The Kobe Steel Group’s performance is therefore affected by
demand trends in these fields, regional economic conditions and
other factors. In addition, political and social trends as well as
changes in customs duties, import and export regulations, trade
and taxes, and other statutory regulations could affect the Kobe
Steel Group’s performance.
Moreover, domestic and foreign companies in each of its
product markets present the Kobe Steel Group with intense competition, which, in some circumstances, could affect the Group’s
performance.
2. Fluctuating Steel Volume and Prices
The volume and price of steel sold by the Kobe Steel Group are
affected by trends in domestic and overseas demand as well as
global steel supply and demand and market conditions.
Domestic steel sales are broadly divided between contract
sales, for which product volume and specifications are directly
negotiated with customers before shipment, and spot sales of
products that are shipped for use by unspecified customers. Nearly
all of Kobe Steel’s sales are of the contract variety. When the
supply and demand balance for steel fluctuates, spot sales prices
are more sensitive to the fluctuating supply and demand balance,
although contract sales prices are also eventually affected. In addition, the sales volume and price of steel exports, which comprise
about 30% of steel shipments, are affected by the regional balance
of steel supply and demand. These fluctuations in steel shipments
and prices affect the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
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3. Fluctuating Price of Raw Materials
Steel raw material prices and ocean freight charges for iron
ore, coal, ferrous alloys, nonferrous metals and scrap procured
by the Kobe Steel Group are tied to global market conditions.
Fluctuations in these prices and charges affect the Kobe Steel
Group’s performance.
Because a limited number of suppliers and countries throughout the world produce iron ore and coking coal in particular, global
market conditions tend to be strongly affected by the balance of
supply and demand.
In the Aluminum and Copper segment, fluctuating aluminum
and copper ingot prices are passed on to customers in the product prices. Nevertheless, when the spot prices of aluminum and
copper ingots fluctuate wildly over the short term, the Kobe Steel
Group’s performance could be temporarily affected by inventory
valuations.
The Kobe Steel Group procures sub-materials, including
refractory products, capital investment-related materials, as well
as materials for electrical components, hydraulic equipment and
internal combustion engines. Fluctuating prices for these materials
and equipment could affect the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
4. Impact of Environmental Regulations
Waste and byproducts arise during the production process, especially in the Iron and Steel and Aluminum and Copper segments.
Although the Kobe Steel Group makes every effort to conform
to domestic and foreign environmental regulations, expenditures
could arise because of stricter regulations and other factors,
including the cleaning up of contaminated soil at old factory sites
that have already been sold.
If production restraints and taxes are imposed on emissions
such as carbon dioxide, this would restrict the business activities
of the Kobe Steel Group, especially in the Iron and Steel segment,
and could affect the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
5. Impact on Operations due to Accidents,
Natural Disasters, etc.
The production equipment of the Kobe Steel Group includes
equipment that is operated at high temperatures and pressures,
such as blast furnaces and basic oxygen furnaces used for iron
and steel production. The Group also has factories that handle
high-temperature products and chemicals. The Kobe Steel Group
takes every possible measure to prevent accidents that could
affect people or property. Nevertheless, should a serious accident
occur, production activities could be hindered and the Kobe Steel
Group’s performance could be affected.
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If a natural disaster such as a massive earthquake or typhoon
were to strike, an infectious disease such as a new strain of influenza were to spread or some other unpredictable situation were to
occur, these events could hinder operations and affect the Kobe
Steel Group’s performance.
6. Litigation Risks
The Kobe Steel Group’s business activities span a wide range
of fields in Japan and abroad. In carrying out these activities, the
Kobe Steel Group strives to observe the applicable laws, regulations and social norms, and is guided by business practices that
are sound, fair and impartial. Nevertheless, whether or not there
has been a violation of law or regulations by Kobe Steel Group
companies or their employees, lawsuits could be filed in relation to
product liability laws and intellectual property rights, which could,
as a result, affect the Group’s performance.
7. Financial Risk
(1) Exchange Rate Fluctuations
Foreign currency-denominated transactions of the Kobe Steel
Group are primarily U.S. dollar-based, with U.S. dollar-based
transactions showing an import surplus in the fiscal year under
review. As a short-term measure to protect against fluctuations
in exchange rates, the Kobe Steel Group has taken out foreign
exchange contracts. However, because of the difficulties in totally
eliminating volatility risks, foreign exchange fluctuations could
affect the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.

(4) Fluctuating Prices of Investment Securities
As of March 31, 2011, the consolidated balance sheet amount
for investment securities held by the Kobe Steel Group stood at
¥190.3 billion. Fluctuating prices of investment securities associated with fluctuating share prices of listed shares could affect the
Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
Furthermore, actuarial differences could arise in the calculation
of liability for severance and retirement benefits due to fluctuations
in the share prices of listed shares, which are included in pension
funds, and affect the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
(5) Recording of Deferred Income Taxes
With respect to deferred income taxes, future taxable income
is reasonably estimated; collectability is determined and then
recorded. Nevertheless, if significant changes should arise, such
as changes in the estimate of future taxable income, deferred
income taxes could be reversed and this could affect the Group’s
performance.
(6) Decline in Value of Fixed Assets
If the value of fixed assets held by the Group should decline due to
decreased market value or decreased profitability, this could affect
the Kobe Steel Group’s performance.
Furthermore, the financial condition and business performance
of the Kobe Steel Group could be affected by events other than
those mentioned above that could not be anticipated as of March
31, 2011.

(2) Interest Rate Fluctuations
Total outside debt for the Kobe Steel Group as of March 31, 2011
stood at ¥769.8 billion (¥845.5 billion, including project financing
related to the wholesale power supply business). The majority of
this debt is with fixed interest rates. However, interest rate fluctuations of debt with no fixed interest rates, and new borrowing,
corporate bonds, etc. due to changing financial conditions and
other factors could affect the Group’s performance.
(3) Decline in Value of Inventories
If the asset value of inventories held by the Group should decline
due to decreased profitability, this could affect the Kobe Steel
Group’s performance.
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Environmental Management Promotion
The Kobe Steel Group recognizes that the obligation to protect
the global environment is its most urgent task and, therefore,
has adopted the mission to pass on a healthy world to future
generations. The Kobe Steel Group formulated a Basic
Environmental Management Policy and, accordingly, stepped
up efforts to promote environmental management in every
facet of its business activities. An Environmental Management
Committee is in place to address environmental management
issues for the entire Group.

In particular, subcommittees have been set up to study specific issues that need to be implemented, and then action is taken
to provide a swift and well-targeted response.
In addition, an Environmental Management Promotion Advisory
Panel is convened when needed to serve as a conduit for relevant
and timely advice received from outside academic experts.

Group Environmental Management Promotion Structure
Board of Directors
President & CEO

Basic Environmental Management Policy
Further Enhancing Enterprise Value through Groupwide
Environmental Management
—Improving the Group’s Environmental Capabilities—
Aiming to remain an advanced environmental business enterprise,
the Kobe Steel Group shall fulfill its corporate social responsibilities, improve its environmental capabilities and raise its corporate
value by putting the following three principles into practice:
1. Reducing the environmental impact from production
2. Contributing to efforts to reduce environmental impact through
environment-friendly products, technologies and services
3. Maintaining a relationship of trust and collaboration with society
at large

Executive Council

Environmental Management
Committee

Environmental Management
Promotion Advisory Panel
Secretariat

Implementation Committee
<Subcommittees on specific topics>

Measures against Global Warming
Group Environmental Management Promotion System
To promote Groupwide environmental management, Kobe Steel
established the Environmental Management Committee as a body
to review and recommend six principal initiatives based on its
environmental management policies.
The Environmental Management Committee convenes once
a year to confirm and evaluate the results of annual initiatives. It
also defines which initiatives it will promote and then reports its
recommendations to the Executive Council.

Today, companies are being urged to swiftly respond to the problem of global warming.
The Kobe Steel Group is tackling this issue by moving forward
on R&D and rationalizing energy use through energy conservation,
among other steps taken across its various business activities. The
Group is working to achieve the goals of each industry’s voluntary
action plans as well as to further conserve energy and reduce CO2
emissions.

Energy Conservation in Production Processes
In fiscal 2010, the Kobe Steel Group as a whole consumed
223PJ of energy. Of this amount, approximately 95% was used
by the Iron and Steel segment, while nearly 4% was used by the
Aluminum and Copper segment.
Each business segment has improved operations by installing
highly efficient equipment, energy conservation measures using
exhaust heat recovery, better combustion heat management and
higher production efficiency.
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Contributions to Biodiversity
The Kobe Steel Group has organized its activities in the area of
environmental management from a biodiversity perspective and
established its own biodiversity guidelines. Key initiatives of the
Kobe Steel Group are as follows.

Kobelco’s Biodiversity Guidelines
Recognizing the importance of maintaining biodiversity, the Kobe
Steel Group promotes activities to preserve biodiversity under the
following guidelines.
1. Realizing that our business activities impact biodiversity, we
will continuously work to reduce that impact.
2. We will develop products, technologies and services that
contribute to biodiversity.
3. We will publicly disclose our biodiversity initiatives and share
them with society at large.
4. We will promote biodiversity-related activities in cooperation
with local communities.
5. All employees will act with strong biodiversity awareness.

Iron and steel byproducts nurture seaweed and fish.

New reef developed using iron and steel slag
In order to use iron and steel slag—byproducts in the production
of iron and steel—as restorative material for preserving the environment, Kobe Steel, in collaboration with Shinko Slag Products
Co., Ltd., Shinko Kenzai, Ltd., and Kobelco Research Institute,
Inc., installed a steel reef in the areas surrounding the Ieshima
islands (off the coast of Himeji in Hyogo Prefecture), the seawall
on the north side of Kobe Airport, and Yonabaru Town in Okinawa
Prefecture. Investigative research aimed at seaweed cultivation
and improvement of fishing ground environments is now underway
with the cooperation of industry, government and academia.
Expected benefits from restoring the marine habitat include
the flourishing of seaweed, thanks to nutrients such as iron and
minerals contained in iron and steel slag.
At the moment, everything
is progressing smoothly with
seaweed thriving and fish
migrating to the steel reef.

Kobe Steel was recognized as one of
“100 Corporate Greenspaces Helping to Preserve Biodiversity.”

Nadahama Science Square Biotope
Kobe Steel’s community exchange facility, “Nadahama Science
Square,” was recognized as one of “100 Corporate Greenspaces
Helping to Preserve Biodiversity,” which was compiled nationwide by the Urban Green Fund. The awarding of this recognition
was timed to coincide with the 10th Conference of the Parties
(COP10).
Nadahama Science Square, which contains a biotope, works
to preserve biodiversity. It regularly offers visits to local children
to view natural life forms and collaborates with non-profit organizations (NPOs) and relevant experts. Despite being located in a
harsh natural environment on reclaimed land along the seacoast,
the biotope, which was able to restore the ecology along with rare
plant and fish species, has been highly rated for its use as a place
for local environmental education. Kobe Steel plans to carefully
conserve this biotope.

Observation of diverse life forms

Steel reef

Three months after (left)
and six months after (right)
reef was installed off the
coast of Himeji in Hyogo
Prefecture

Protecting both people’s safety and the river’s ecosystem.

Construction of grid-type sediment control dams
Kobe Steel’s grid-type sediment control sabo dams have been
constructed at streams nationwide that are in danger of mudslides.
By effectively trapping mudslides, we can protect people’s lives.
In recent years, from an environmental conservation perspective,
grid-type sabo dams, which are in harmony with nature, have
attracted much attention.
To keep the river flow unimpeded, grid-type sabo dams enable
sediments to run off downstream and prevent the receding of
coastlines and the erosion of riverbeds. Grid-type sabo dams have
proven effective in preserving the ecosystems of aquatic organisms so that the free movement
of fish is unimpeded. Kobe Steel
is developing large-scale sabo
dams with the goal of spreading
their use.
Sediment control dam on
Ikazawa River (Niigata Prefecture)
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Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Consolidated Balance Sheets
As of March 31, 2011 and 2010

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and time deposits (Note 15)
Notes and accounts receivable
Trade and finance
Unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Other
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Merchandise and finished goods
Work-in-process
Raw materials and supplies
Deferred income taxes (Note 13)
Other
Total current assets

Investments and other assets:
Investments in securities (Note 5)
Investments in and advances to unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Long-term loans receivable
Other
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Total investments and other assets

Plant and equipment (Note 7):
Land
Buildings and structures
Machinery and equipment
Construction in progress
Less accumulated depreciation
Total plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Deferred income taxes (Note 13)
See accompanying notes.
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2011

2010

2011

¥ 145,875

¥ 131,939

$ 1,754,360

287,703
56,456
73,109
(571)
416,697
131,139
127,512
122,695
21,584
31,255
996,757

253,756
56,317
93,785
(819)
403,039
126,812
138,071
102,179
32,194
38,378
972,612

3,460,048
678,966
879,242
(6,867)
5,011,389
1,577,138
1,533,518
1,475,586
259,579
375,887
11,987,457

141,317
67,470
5,790
50,265
(3,129)
261,713

145,975
52,389
8,187
68,150
(3,886)
270,815

1,699,543
811,425
69,633
604,510
(37,631)
3,147,480

204,949
689,613
2,063,261
75,102
3,032,925
(2,099,585)
933,340

204,299
683,865
2,030,009
68,462
2,986,635
(2,018,565)
968,070

2,464,811
8,293,602
24,813,722
903,211
36,475,346
(25,250,571)
11,224,775

22,232

21,386

267,372

17,491
¥2,231,533

16,463
¥2,249,346

210,354
$26,837,438

Financial Section

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current liabilities:
Short-term borrowings (Note 7)
Current portion of long-term debt (Note 7)
Notes and accounts payable:
Trade
Construction
Unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Other
Current portion of lease obligations
Advances from customers
Customers’ and employees’ deposits
Income and enterprise taxes payable
Provision for loss on construction contracts
Provision for restructuring costs
Deferred income taxes (Note 13)
Other
Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities:
Long-term debt (Note 7)
Lease obligations
Employees’ severance and retirement benefits (Note 17)
Provision for environmental measures
Deferred income taxes (Note 13)
Other
Total long-term liabilities

2011
¥

2010

2011

80,443
126,051

¥ 108,475
59,637

$

967,444
1,515,947

391,678
16,981
94,898
20,724
524,281
6,397
38,597
19,849
9,060
8,884
18
2,281
72,519
888,380

357,946
21,463
86,384
19,004
484,797
6,128
49,430
17,318
6,518
2,778
3,038
2,059
67,995
808,173

4,710,499
204,221
1,141,287
249,237
6,305,244
76,933
464,185
238,713
108,960
106,843
217
27,432
872,147
10,684,065

618,448
36,453
29,346
2,497
20,959
38,082
745,785

738,357
41,969
33,248
2,780
29,425
38,392
884,171

7,437,739
438,400
352,928
30,030
252,063
457,992
8,969,152

233,313

233,313

2,805,929

83,125
302,377

83,125
258,854

999,699
3,636,524

(51,629)
567,186

(51,379)
523,913

(620,913)
6,821,239

19,743
585
(4,757)
(34,126)
(18,555)
48,737
597,368
¥2,231,533

22,529
883
(4,867)
(25,787)
(7,242)
40,331
557,002
¥2,249,346

237,438
7,035
(57,210)
(410,415)
(223,152)
586,134
7,184,221
$26,837,438

Contingent liabilities (Note 8)
Net assets:
Stockholders’ equity:
Common stock (Note 9)
Authorized — 6,000,000,000 shares
Issued
— 3,115,061,100 shares in 2011
Capital surplus (Note 9)
Retained earnings (Note 9)
Treasury stock, at cost:
114,026,072 shares in 2011
Accumulated other comprehensive income:
Unrealized gains on securities, net of taxes
Unrealized gains or losses on hedging derivatives, net of taxes
Land revaluation differences, net of taxes
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Minority interests
Total net assets
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Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Operations and
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income
Years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

Net sales
Cost of sales
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses (Note 11)
Operating income
Non-operating income (expenses):
Interest and dividend income
Interest expense
Seconded employees’ salaries, net of reimbursement
Foreign exchange loss
Equity in income of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Other, net

2011
¥1,858,574
(1,570,779)
287,795
(163,244)
124,551

2010
¥1,671,022
(1,475,461)
195,561
(149,545)
46,016

2011
$22,352,063
(18,890,908)
3,461,155
(1,963,248)
1,497,907

5,505
(20,685)
(10,474)
(4,233)
3,078
(8,659)
(35,468)
89,083

4,319
(21,322)
(11,629)
(1,614)
1,808
(7,319)
(35,757)
10,259

66,206
(248,767)
(125,965)
(50,908)
37,017
(104,137)
(426,554)
1,071,353

2,166
—

—
7,419

26,049
—

(2,381)
—
(215)
88,868

—
(3,577)
3,842
14,101

(28,635)
—
(2,586)
1,068,767

16,311
3,069
19,380
69,488
16,548
52,940

9,272
(8,266)
1,006
13,095
6,790
6,305

196,163
36,909
233,072
835,695
199,014
636,681

Ordinary income
Extraordinary income (losses):
Gain on sale of securities
Compensation for removal
Loss on adjustment for changes of accounting standard
for asset retirement obligations
Loss on impairment of fixed assets (Note 12)
Income before income taxes and minority interests
Income taxes (Note 13):
Current
Deferred
Income before minority interests
Minority interests in income of subsidiaries
Net income

¥

Per share
Net income
Cash dividends applicable to the year

2011
¥
17.63
3.00

¥
Yen

$

U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2010
¥
2.10
1.50

$

2011
0.21
0.04

See accompanying notes.
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the Group has adopted the revised accounting standard, “Accounting Standard for Disclosure about Segments of
an Enterprise and Related information” (Statement No. 17, revised by the Accounting Standards Board of Japan on March 27, 2009) and the revised guidance,
“Guidance on Accounting Standard for Disclosure about Segments of an Enterprise and Related information” (Guidance No. 20, revised by the Accounting
Standards Board of Japan on March 21, 2008).
The Group shows ordinary income (expenses) because ordinary income (expenses) is an important management indicator at the Group.
Ordinary income (expenses) means the indicator added (substracted) non-operating income (expenses) to operating income (expenses).
Millions of yen

Income before minority interests
Other comprehensive income:
Unrealized gains or losses on securities, net of taxes
Unrealized gains or losses on hedging derivatives, net of taxes
Land revaluation differences, net of taxes
Foreign currency translation adjustments
Share of other comprehensive income related to affiliates
Total other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent
Minority interests
See accompanying notes.
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Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥69,488

2010
¥13,095

2011
$835,695

(2,578)
(520)
50
(10,911)
45
(13,914)
¥55,574

21,951
10,342
27
2,162
330
34,812
¥47,907

(31,004)
(6,254)
601
(131,221)
541
(167,337)
$668,358

¥41,636
13,938

¥37,493
10,414

$500,733
167,625

Financial Section
Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets

(Note 14)

Years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

Thousands

Number of
shares of
common
stock

Balance at March 31, 2009
3,115,061
Net income
Purchase of treasury stock
Sale of treasury stock
Increase due to changes
in scope of consolidation
Adjustment to land revaluation
Net changes in items
other than stockholders’ equity
Net changes during the year
Balance at March 31, 2010
3,115,061
Cash dividends
Net income
Purchase of treasury stock
Sale of treasury stock
Decrease due to changes
in scope of consolidation
Adjustment to land revaluation
Net changes in items
other than stockholders’ equity
Net changes during the year
Balance at March 31, 2011
3,115,061

Millions of yen

Common
stock
(Note 9)

Capital
surplus
(Note 9)

Retained
earnings
(Note 9)

¥233,313

¥83,125

¥252,505 ¥(51,427)
6,305
(43)
(60)
91

Balance at March 31, 2010
3,115,061
Cash dividends
Net income
Purchase of treasury stock
Sale of treasury stock
Decrease due to changes
in scope of consolidation
Adjustment to land revaluation
Net changes in items
other than stockholders’ equity
Net changes during the year
Balance at March 31, 2011
3,115,061

¥

448

¥(6,266)

¥(4,837)

¥(27,719)

Minority
interests

¥34,319

Total

¥513,461
6,305
(43)
31

48
56

¥233,313

¥83,125

48
56

6,349
48
¥258,854 ¥(51,379)
(9,022)
52,940
(321)
(35)
71

22,081
22,081
¥22,529

7,149
7,149
¥ 883

(30)
(30)
¥(4,867)

1,932
1,932
¥(25,787)

6,012
6,012
¥40,331

(299)
(61)

¥233,313

¥83,125

37,144
43,541
¥557,002
(9,022)
52,940
(321)
36
(299)
(61)

43,523
(250)
¥302,377 ¥(51,629)

Thousands

Number of
shares of
common
stock

Treasury
stock

Unrealized
gains or
Unrealized losses on
Foreign
Land
gains on
revaluation currency
hedging
securities, derivatives, differences, translation
net of taxes net of taxes net of taxes adjustments

(2,786)
(2,786)
¥19,743

(298)
(298)
¥ 585

110
110
¥(4,757)

(8,339)
(8,339)
¥(34,126)

8,406
8,406
¥48,737

(2,907)
40,366
¥597,368

Thousands of U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Common
stock
(Note 9)

Capital
surplus
(Note 9)

$2,805,929 $999,699

Retained
earnings
(Note 9)

Treasury
stock

$3,113,097 $(617,907)
(108,503)
636,681
(3,860)
(421)
854

Unrealized
gains or
Unrealized losses on
Land
Foreign
gains on
hedging
revaluation currency
securities, derivatives, differences, translation
net of taxes net of taxes net of taxes adjustments

$270,944

$10,619

$(58,533)

$(310,126)

Minority
interests

$485,039

(3,596)
(734)

$2,805,929 $999,699

523,427
(3,006)
$3,636,524 $(620,913)

Total

$6,698,761
(108,503)
636,681
(3,860)
433
(3,596)
(734)

(33,506)
(33,506)
$237,438

(3,584)
(3,584)
$ 7,035

1,323
1,323
$(57,210)

(100,289)
(100,289)
$(410,415)

101,095
101,095
$586,134

(34,961)
485,460
$7,184,221

See accompanying notes.
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Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

Cash flows from operating activities:
Income before income taxes
Depreciation
Interest and dividend income
Interest expense
Loss (gain) on sale of securities
Loss on write-down of securities
Equity in income of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Loss on adjustment for changes of accounting standard
for asset retirement obligations
Loss on impairment of fixed assets
Loss on sale and disposal of plant and equipment
Decrease (increase) in trade receivables from customers
Decrease (increase) in lease receivables and investment assets
Decrease (increase) in inventories
Increase (decrease) in trade payables to customers
Other
Subtotal
Cash received for interest and dividends
Cash paid for interest
Cash paid for income taxes
Net cash provided by operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchase of plant, equipment and other assets
Proceeds from sale of plant, equipment and other assets
Purchase of investments in securities
Proceeds from sale of investments in securities
Decrease (increase) in short-term loans receivable
Payments for long-term loans receivable
Proceeds from collection of long-term loans receivable
Proceeds from compensation for removal
Purchase of investments in subsidiaries resulting
in change in scope of consolidation
Proceeds from sale of investments in subsidiaries resulting
in change in scope of consolidation
Other
Net cash used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities:
Increase (decrease) in short-term borrowings
Increase (decrease) in commercial paper
Proceeds from long-term debt
Repayment of long-term debt
Proceeds from issuance of bonds
Repayment of bonds
Proceeds from sale-leaseback transactions
Repayments of finance lease obligations
Payment of dividends
Other
Net cash used in financing activities
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents
Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Increase in cash and cash equivalents resulting
from change in scope of consolidation
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year (Note 15)
See accompanying notes.
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2011

2010

2011

¥ 88,868
114,820
(5,505)
20,685
(2,826)
1,977
(3,078)

¥ 14,101
118,835
(4,319)
21,322
(960)
865
(1,808)

$1,068,767
1,380,878
(66,206)
248,767
(33,987)
23,776
(37,017)

2,381
—
2,524
(39,295)
(15,492)
(17,666)
54,560
(2,983)
198,970
6,532
(20,694)
(7,013)
177,795

—
3,577
2,996
(9,083)
(8,336)
98,566
(40,878)
8,381
203,259
6,080
(21,359)
(15,087)
172,893

28,635
—
30,355
(472,580)
(186,314)
(212,459)
656,164
(35,875)
2,392,904
78,557
(248,875)
(84,342)
2,138,244

(96,609)
1,763
(3,634)
3,827
(51)
(977)
3,267
—

(128,227)
5,138
(1,500)
1,499
78
(2,867)
437
5,641

(1,161,864)
21,203
(43,704)
46,025
(613)
(11,750)
39,290
—

1,481

(95)

17,811

(14)
(5,740)
(96,687)

—
(428)
(120,324)

(168)
(69,032)
(1,162,802)

(25,616)
—
9,805
(61,665)
—
(236)
—
(6,321)
(8,966)
(5,197)
(98,196)

(9,669)
(55,000)
93,016
(37,078)
33,000
(69,359)
23,846
(4,750)
(76)
(3,571)
(29,641)

(308,070)
—
117,919
(741,612)
—
(2,838)
—
(76,019)
(107,829)
(62,502)
(1,180,951)

(4,903)
(21,991)
211,699

632
23,560
187,745

(58,965)
(264,474)
2,545,989

—
¥189,708

394
¥211,699

—
$2,281,515

Financial Section
Kobe Steel, Ltd. and Consolidated Subsidiaries

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
Years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010

1. Basis of Presenting Consolidated Financial
Statements
The accompanying consolidated financial statements of Kobe Steel,
Ltd. (“the Company”) and its consolidated subsidiaries (“the Group”)
have been prepared in accordance with the provisions set forth in the
Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Law and its related
accounting regulations and in conformity with accounting principles
generally accepted in Japan (“Japanese GAAP”), which are different
in certain respects as to application and disclosure requirements
from International Financial Reporting Standards.
The accounts of the Company’s overseas subsidiaries are based
on their accounting records maintained in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles prevailing in the respective country
of domicile, with necessary adjustments to be in accordance with
Japanese GAAP.
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been
restructured and translated into English with certain expanded disclosure from the consolidated financial statements of the Company
prepared in accordance with Japanese GAAP and filed with the
appropriate local Finance Bureau of the Ministry of Finance as
required by the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law. Certain
supplementary information included in the statutory Japanese
language consolidated financial statements, but not required for
fair presentation, is not presented in the accompanying consolidated
financial statements.
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2010, the Company and
its domestic consolidated subsidiaries adopted the new accounting standard, “Accounting Standard for Construction Contracts”
(Statement No. 15 issued by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on December 27, 2007) and the new application guidance
“Guidance on Accounting Standard for Construction Contracts”
(Guidance No. 18 issued by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on December 27, 2007), (collectively, “the New Standards”).
The Company and certain consolidated subsidiaries had adopted
the percentage of completion method for certain long-term (over
one year) construction contracts. According to the New Standards,
when the outcome of individual contracts can be estimated reliably,
the Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries apply the
percentage of completion method to work commencing during the
year ended March 31, 2010, otherwise the completed contract
method is applied. The effect of this change on the consolidated
statement of operations was immaterial.
The translation of the Japanese yen amounts into U.S. dollar
amounts is included solely for the convenience of readers outside
Japan, using the prevailing exchange rate at March 31, 2011, which
was ¥83.15 to U.S. $1.00. The translations should not be construed
as representations that the Japanese yen amounts have been, could
have been, or could in the future be converted into U.S. dollars at
this or any other rate of exchange.

2. Summary of Accounting Policies
(1) Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the
Company and its significant subsidiaries, the management of which
is controlled by the Company. For the year ended March 31, 2011,
the accounts of 164 (163 in 2010) subsidiaries have been included
in the consolidated financial statements. Intercompany transactions
and accounts have been eliminated.
Sixty-nine (67 in 2010) consolidated subsidiaries are consolidated
using a fiscal period ending December 31, which differs from that
of the Company. Any material transactions or events occurring
during the January 1 to March 31 period are adjusted for in these
consolidated financial statements.
In the elimination of investments in subsidiaries, the assets and
liabilities of the subsidiaries, including the portion attributable to
minority shareholders, are evaluated using the fair value at the time
the Company acquired the control of the respective subsidiary.
Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates over
which the Company has significant influence, except for insignificant
companies, are accounted for by the equity method. For the year
ended March 31, 2011, 43 (50 in 2010) affiliates were accounted
for by the equity method.
The difference between the cost of investment in a subsidiary
and the equity in the net assets of the subsidiary at the date of
acquisition, if considered significant, is amortized over the estimated
years when the amortization period can be determined or over five
years when it cannot. Where the difference is small, it’s recognized
as expense when incurred.
When the Company’s share of the net losses of an affiliate
exceeds the adjusted cost of the investment, the Company discontinues applying the equity method and the investment is reduced
to zero. Losses in excess of the amounts due from the investee
are recorded in other payables when the losses are expected to be
shared by the Company.
(2) Securities
The Group has no trading securities. Held-to-maturity debt securities
are stated at amortized cost. Equity securities issued by subsidiaries
and affiliated companies, which are not consolidated or accounted
for using the equity method, are stated at moving average cost.
Available-for-sale securities with available fair market values are
stated at fair market value. Unrealized gains and unrealized losses
on these securities are reported, net of applicable income taxes, as
a separate component of valuation and translation adjustments in
net assets. Realized gains and losses on the sale of such securities
are computed using moving average cost based on the carrying
value at March 31, 2000 or at the later date of purchase.
Debt securities with no available fair market value are stated at
amortized cost, net of the amount considered not collectible. Other
securities with no available fair market value are stated at moving
average cost.
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If the market value of held-to-maturity debt securities, equity
securities issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated
companies or available-for-sale securities declines significantly, the
securities are stated at fair market value, and the difference between
the fair market value and the carrying amount is recognized as a loss
in the period of the decline. If the fair market value of equity securities
issued by unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliated companies not
on the equity method is not readily available, the securities should be
written down to net asset value with a corresponding charge in the
statement of income in the event net asset value declines significantly.
In these cases, the fair market value or the net asset value will be the
carrying amount of the securities at the beginning of the next year.
(3) Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
The Group provides for doubtful accounts principally at an amount
based on the actual ratio of bad debts in the past plus the estimated
uncollectible amounts of certain individual receivables.
(4) Provision for Restructuring Costs
The provision for restructuring costs is stated at an amount based
on the estimated loss from restructuring discontinued operations
at the end of the fiscal year.
(5) Provision for Loss on Construction Contracts
Provision for loss on construction contracts is stated at an amount
based on the estimated loss from construction contracts at the
end of the fiscal year.
(6) Provision for Environmental Measures
The provision for environmental measures for obligatory PCB treatment and to prevent the spread of ground pollution at the site of
the Takasago Works is stated as an estimated cost at the end of
the fiscal year.
(7) Inventories
Inventories are valued at lower of cost or net realizable value. Cost is
determined principally by the average method in the Iron and Steel,
Welding and Aluminum and Copper segments and by the specific
identification method for finished goods and work in progress in the
Machinery, Natural Resources & Engineering, Kobelco Eco-Solutions,
Construction Machinery and Kobelco Cranes segments.
(8) Depreciation
Depreciation of plant and equipment and intangible assets is
provided principally by the straight-line method for buildings and
structures and intangible assets and by the declining balance method
for machinery and equipment.
The useful life of these assets is determined mainly by schedules in Japanese tax laws. Intangible assets include software for
internal use, which is amortized over the estimated useful life of five
years.
Depreciation of leased assets under finance leases that do not
transfer ownership is provided by the straight-line method with the
lease term as the useful life.
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(9) Income Taxes
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries apply
deferred tax accounting to recognize tax effects of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for
tax and financial reporting purposes.
Deferred taxes relating to temporary differences between financial
accounting and tax reporting are also recognized by certain foreign
consolidated subsidiaries.
(10) Employees’ Severance and Retirement Benefits
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries provide
two types of post-employment benefit plans: unfunded lump-sum
payment plans and funded non-contributory pension plans. A
domestic consolidated subsidiary provides a contribution pension
plan.
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries provide
for employees’ severance and retirement benefits based on the
estimated amounts of projected benefit obligation and the fair value
of plan assets.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognized in expenses using
the straight-line method over mainly 16 years for those accrued in
2011, mainly 15 years for those accrued in 2010, mainly 14 years
for those accrued in 2009 and 2008, and mainly 12 years for those
accrued in and before 2007, which is within the average of the
estimated remaining service years of employees commencing with
the following period.
(11) Land Revaluation
In the years ended March 31, 2002 and 2001, land used for
operations was revaluated by certain consolidated subsidiaries in
accordance with the Land Revaluation Law. The revaluation amount,
net of related taxes, is shown as a separate component of valuation
and translation adjustments in net assets.
(12) Bond Issue Expenses and Share Issue Expenses
Bond issue expenses and share issue expenses are charged to
expenses as they are incurred by the Company and its consolidated
subsidiaries.
(13) Translation of Foreign Currencies
Receivables and payables denominated in foreign currencies are
translated into Japanese yen at the year-end rates.
Balance sheets of consolidated overseas subsidiaries are
translated into Japanese yen at year-end rates, except net asset
accounts, which are translated at historical rates. Statements of
operations of consolidated overseas subsidiaries are translated into
Japanese yen at average rates for the period, except items resulting
from transactions with the Company, which are translated at rates
used by the Company.
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries report
foreign currency translation adjustments in net assets and minority
interests.

Financial Section

(14) Construction contracts
The Company and its domestic consolidated companies apply
the percentage of completion method to work where the outcome
of individual contracts can be estimated reliably, otherwise the
completed contract method is applied.
(15) Leases
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries account
for finance leases that do not transfer ownership and that started
prior to April 1, 2008 in the same manner as operating leases.
(16) Derivatives
The Company and its domestic consolidated subsidiaries state
derivative financial instruments at fair value and recognize changes in
the fair value as gain or loss unless the derivative financial instrument
was used for hedging purposes.
If derivative financial instruments are used as hedges and meet
certain hedging criteria, the Group defers recognition of gain or loss
resulting from changes in the fair value of the derivative financial
instruments until the related loss or gain on the corresponding
hedged item is recognized (“deferred hedge” method). Deferred
gains and deferred losses on these derivative instruments are
reported, net of applicable income taxes, as a separate component
of valuation and translation adjustments in net assets.
If foreign currency exchange contracts are used as hedges and
meet certain hedging criteria, the hedged items are stated at the
forward exchange rates (“assigning” method). Also, if interest rate swap
contracts are used as hedges and meet certain hedging criteria, the net
amount to be paid or received under the interest rate swap contract is
added to or deducted from the interest on the assets or liabilities for
which the swap contract was executed (“exceptional” method).
(17) Consolidated Tax Return
From the fiscal year ended March 31, 2004, the Company has filed
a consolidated tax return with certain domestic subsidiaries.
(18) Cash and Cash Equivalents
In preparing the consolidated statements of cash flows, cash on
hand, readily-available deposits and short-term highly liquid investments with maturities not exceeding three months at the time of
purchase are considered to be cash and cash equivalents.
(19) Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the Company and
its domestic consolidated subsidiaries adopted the new accounting
standard, “Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations”
(Statement No. 18 issued by the Accounting Standards Board
of Japan on March 31, 2008) and the new application guidance,
“Guidance on Accounting Standard for Asset Retirement Obligations”
(Guidance No. 21 issued by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on March 31, 2008). As a result, operating income, ordinary
income and income before income taxes were ¥4 million ($48 thousand) , ¥295 million ($3,548 thousand) and ¥2,676 million ($32,183
thousand) less, respectively.

(20) Accounting Standard for Business Combinations and
related matters
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the Company and its
domestic consolidated subsidiaries adopted the following accounting
standards.
“Accounting Standard for Business Combinations” (Statement
No. 21 issued by the Accounting Standards Board of Japan on
December 26, 2008)
“Accounting Standard for Consolidated Financial Statements”
(Statement No. 22 issued by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on December 26, 2008)
“Partial amendments to Accounting Standard for Research and
Development Costs” (Statement No. 23 issued by the Accounting
Standards Board of Japan on December 26, 2008)
“Revised Accounting Standard for Business Divestitures”
(Statement No. 7 revised by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on December 26, 2008)
“Revised Accounting Standard for Equity Method of Accounting
for Investments” (Statement No. 16 revised by the Accounting
Standards Board of Japan on December 26, 2008)
“Revised Guidance on Accounting Standard for Business
Combinations and Accounting Standard for Business Divestitures”
(Statement No. 10 revised by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on December 26, 2008)
(21) Change in presentation method
Consolidated Balance Sheets
The account for “lease receivables and investment assets” was
included in current assets and other. Effective from the year ended
March 31, 2011, the importance of “lease receivables and investment
assets” has increased. Therefore, it is included in trade and finance
in 2011 and 2010.
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
The account for “Decrease (increase) in lease receivables and investment assets” was included in cash flows from operating activities and
other. Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the importance
of “Decrease (increase) in lease receivables and investment assets”
has increased. Therefore, it is presented separately in 2011 and
2010.
(22) Additional information
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the Company and
its domestic consolidated subsidiaries adopted the new accounting
standard, “Accounting Standard for Presentation of Comprehensive
Income” (Statement No. 25 issued by the Accounting Standards
Board of Japan on June 30, 2010). As a result of the adoption of this
standard, the Company has presented the consolidated statement
of comprehensive income in the consolidated financial statements
for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011. The consolidated balance
sheet and the consolidated statement of changes in net assets
as of and for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010 have been
modified to conform with the new presentation rules of 2011. In
addition, the Company has presented the consolidated statement
of comprehensive income for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010
as well as that for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2011.
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3. Leases
Original lease obligations as lessee under non-capitalized finance leases at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Buildings and structures
Machinery and equipment

2011
¥—
—
¥—

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2010
¥ 417
32,110
¥32,527

2011
$—
—
$—

Note: The importance of transactions related to non-capitalized finance leases has decreased. Therefore, the notes are omitted for the year ended March 31,
2011.

Future minimum lease payments as lessee under non-capitalized finance leases at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Due within one year
Due after one year

Lease expense for the years ended March 31

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥—
—
¥—

2010
¥ 5,262
6,891
¥12,153

2011
$—
—
$—

¥—

¥ 7,326

$—

Note: The importance of transactions related to non-capitalized finance leases has decreased. Therefore, the notes are omitted for the year ended March 31,
2011.

Future minimum lease payments as lessee under operating leases at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Due within one year
Due after one year

2011
¥ 5,689
13,199
¥18,888

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2010
¥ 4,144
10,571
¥14,715

2011
$ 68,419
158,737
$227,156

Future minimum lease payments receivable as lessor under operating leases at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Due within one year
Due after one year
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2011
¥ 457
3,110
¥3,567

2010
¥ 473
3,664
¥4,137

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$ 5,496
37,402
$42,898

Financial Section

4. Financial Instruments
Policies for using financial instruments
The Group raises long-term funds mainly by bank loans and bonds
based on its capital budget. For short-term capital needs, the Group
raises funds mainly by bank loans and commercial paper in relation to
its projected income and working capital. The Group invests temporary
excess cash in highly liquid assets. The Group enters into derivative
contracts to hedge the risks discussed below and does not enter into
derivative transactions for trading or speculative purposes.
Financial instruments, exposure to risk, and policies and
processes for managing risk
Notes and accounts receivables are exposed to the credit risks of
customers. In order to manage these risks, the Group continually
monitors whether due dates are properly met for each customer and
evaluates the credit standing of major customers based on credit
management policies. Accounts receivable denominated in foreign
currencies are exposed to the risk of changes in foreign currency
exchange rates. In order to hedge these risks, the Group utilizes
forward currency exchange contracts.
Investments in securities consist principally of listed shares of
customers and are exposed to the risk of changes in quoted market
prices. Quoted market prices of the securities are regularly monitored
and reported to the Board of Directors and management evaluates
the effectiveness of holding the securities taking into consideration
the customer relationships.
Notes and accounts payable and borrowings are exposed to
liquidity risk. The Group makes adequate financial plans to manage
the risk. Floating rate long-term borrowings are exposed to the additional risk of changes in interest rates. In order to manage the risk,
the Group enters into interest rate swap agreements. Furthermore,
accounts payable denominated in foreign currencies are exposed to
the risk of changes in foreign currency exchange rates. The Group
uses forward currency exchange contracts and currency option
contracts to manage the risk of currency fluctuations.

Derivative transactions comprise forward currency exchange
contracts, currency option contracts, interest rate swap agreements,
as described above, and commodity forward contracts to hedge the
risk of movements in the market value of aluminum and copper. The
Group is also exposed to credit risk in the event of nonperformance
by the counterparties to its derivative instruments. However, the
Group does not expect any counterparties to fail to meet their obligations because of the high credit rating of the counterparties. The
Group has established policies and controls to manage both market
and credit risk, including using only highly rated banks and trading
companies as counterparties, hedging exposed positions, limiting
transaction types and amounts, and reporting to management.
Supplemental information on fair values
Fair values of financial instruments include values estimated by
using reasonable methods of valuation as well as values based
on quoted market prices. Estimates resulting from these methods
are subjective in nature and involve uncertainties and, therefore,
cannot be determined with precision. Changes in assumptions could
significantly affect the estimates.
The contracted amounts of the derivative transactions presented
in Note 6 do not reflect exposure to market risk or credit risk for the
derivative instruments themselves.
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Fair value of financial instruments
Carrying amounts of the financial instruments included in the consolidated balance sheet and their fair values at March 31, 2011 and 2010
were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011

Cash and time deposits
Notes and accounts receivable “Trade”
Investments in securities:
Held-to-maturity debt securities
Securities of subsidiaries and affiliates
Available-for-sale securities
Notes and accounts payable “Trade”
Short-term borrowings and current portion of
long-term debt
Bonds included in current portion of
long-term debt
Bonds included in long-term debt
Long-term borrowings included in long-term debt
Lease obligations
Derivative transactions:
Hedge accounting is not applied
Hedge accounting is applied

Carrying
amount

Fair value

¥145,875
261,721

¥145,875
261,721

26
16,536
115,414
(391,678)

2010

2011

Carrying
amount

Fair value

—
—

¥131,939
241,494

¥131,939
241,494

26
56,042
115,414
(391,678)

—
39,506
—
—

30
17,710
121,716
(357,946)

30
39,798
121,716
(357,946)

—
22,088
—
—

—
475,117
—
—

(170,658)

(171,546)

(888)

(168,112)

(168,751)

(639)

(10,679)

(35,836)
(177,349)
(441,099)
(36,453)

(36,646)
(184,956)
(456,956)
(38,327)

(810)
(7,607)
(15,857)
(1,874)

—
(213,187)
(525,170)
(41,969)

—
(220,118)
(540,805)
(44,452)

—
(6,931)
(15,635)
(2,483)

(9,741)
(91,485)
(190,704)
(22,538)

(705)
1,482

(705)
1,482

—
—

(916)
2,317

(916)
2,317

—
—

—
—

Difference

¥

Difference

¥

—
—

Difference

$

—
—

Notes:
1. Liabilities are presented with parentheses ( ).
2. Assets and liabilities arising from derivative transactions are presented after offsetting and with parentheses ( ) if the offsetting results in a liability.
3. Methods used to estimate the fair value were as follows:
Cash and time deposits and notes and accounts receivable “Trade”
The carrying amount approximates fair value because of the short maturities of these instruments.
Investments in securities
The fair value is estimated mainly based on quoted market prices.
Notes and accounts payable “Trade,” short-term borrowings, and current portion of long-term debt
The carrying amount approximates fair value because of the short maturities of these instruments.
The fair value of current portion of long-term debt is estimated based on the present value of future cash flows using the current borrowing rate for similar
debt of comparable maturity.
Bonds
The fair value is estimated based mainly on quoted market prices.
Long-term borrowings and lease obligations
The fair value of long-term borrowings and lease obligations are estimated based on the present value of future cash flows using the current rate for
borrowings for similar borrowings of comparable maturity.
Derivative transactions
See Note 6.

Financial instruments whose fair values are difficult to estimate were as follows:
Millions of yen

Non-listed equity securities
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2011
¥58,279

2010
¥57,109

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$700,890

Financial Section

The aggregate annual maturities of financial assets at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Cash and time deposits
Millions of yen

Due within 1 year
Due after 1 year through 5 years
Due after 5 years through 10 years
Due after 10 years

2011
¥145,875
—
—
—
¥145,875

2010
¥131,939
—
—
—
¥131,939

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$1,754,360
—
—
—
$1,754,360

Notes and accounts receivable “Trade”
Millions of yen

Due within 1 year
Due after 1 year through 5 years
Due after 5 years through 10 years
Due after 10 years

2011
¥256,933
2,967
1,064
757
¥261,721

2010
¥236,537
3,069
942
946
¥241,494

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$3,089,994
35,683
12,796
9,104
$3,147,577

Held-to-maturity debt securities
Millions of yen

Due within 1 year
Due after 1 year through 5 years
Due after 5 years through 10 years
Due after 10 years

2011
¥ 4
15
7
—
¥26

2010
¥ 4
15
11
—
¥30

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$ 48
181
84
—
$313

Effective from the fiscal year ended March 31, 2010, the Company adopted the revised Accounting Standard, “Accounting Standard for
Financial Instruments” (Statement No. 10 revised by Accounting Standard Board of Japan on March 10, 2008) and the new application
guidance, “Guidance on Disclosures about Fair Value of Financial Instruments” (Guidance No. 19 issued by Accounting Standard Board
of Japan on March 10, 2008).
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5. Securities
The following table summarizes book values of securities with no available fair values as of March 31, 2011 and 2010:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011
Held-to-maturity debt securities
Securities with available book values
not exceeding fair values:
Non-listed domestic bonds

2010

2011

Book values

Fair values

Difference

Book values

Fair values

Difference

Difference

¥26

¥26

¥—

¥30

¥30

¥—

$—

The following tables summarize acquisition costs, book values and fair values of securities with available fair values as of March 31, 2011
and 2010:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

Available-for-sale securities
Securities with available book values
exceeding acquisition costs:
Equity securities
Other
Securities with available book values
not exceeding acquisition costs:
Other securities:
Equity securities
Other

2011

2010

Book values

Acquisition
costs

Difference

Book values

Acquisition
costs

2011
Difference

Difference

¥ 67,099
—
67,099

¥28,534
—
28,534

¥38,565
—
38,565

¥ 87,486
—
87,486

¥49,271
—
49,271

¥38,215
—
38,215

$463,800
—
463,800

48,306
9
48,315
¥115,414

59,764
10
59,774
¥88,308

(11,458)
(1)
(11,459)
¥27,106

34,220
10
34,230
¥121,716

40,773
11
40,784
¥90,055

(6,553)
(1)
(6,554)
¥31,661

(137,799)
(12)
(137,811)
$325,989

Sales of available-for-sale securities for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Sales
Gains on sales
Losses on sales
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2011
¥191
48
(3)

2010
¥923
583
(1)

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$2,297
577
(36)

Financial Section

6. Derivative Transactions
Derivative transactions for which hedge accounting is not applied
Forward currency exchange contracts outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011

Foreign currency exchange contracts
To sell foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others
To buy foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others
Foreign currency options
To sell foreign currency options
Call
U.S. dollars
To buy foreign currency options
Put
U.S. dollars

Contracted
amount

2010

Fair value

Recognized
gain (loss)

Contracted
amount

¥15,265
260

¥15,450
267

¥(185)
(7)

15,467
2,461

15,252
2,423

(215)
(38)

¥ 1,655
[36]

1,655
[36]

¥

36

24

¥

0

2011

Fair value

Recognized
gain (loss)

Recognized
gain (loss)

¥15,801
—

¥16,285
—

¥(484)
—

$(2,225)
(84)

10,563
2,636

10,553
2,652

(10)
16

(2,586)
(457)

—

¥ —

—

—

(144)

¥(478)

$(5,496)

¥

—

(12)

¥

—

¥(457)

$

0

Notes:
1. Foreign currency exchange contracts
The fair values were estimated by multiplying the contracted foreign currency amount by the forward rate.
2. Foreign currency options
The fair values were estimated by obtaining quotes from counterparty banks.
3. Option premiums were presented below the contracted amount with brackets [ ] .
Foreign currency options were zero cost options which mean that option premiums were not payed and received.

Interest rate swap agreements outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011

Interest rate swap agreements
To receive fixed and pay floating followed
by fixed rates

Contracted
amount

¥35,300

2010

Fair value

Recognized
gain (loss)

Contracted
amount

¥(230)

¥(230)

¥35,300

2011

Fair value

Recognized
gain (loss)

Recognized
gain (loss)

¥(458)

¥(458)

$(2,766)

Note: The recognized gains (losses) were estimated by obtaining quotes from counterparty banks.

Commodity forward contracts outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011

Commodity forward contracts
To sell commodity
To buy commodity

Contracted
amount

Fair value

¥ 94
577

¥ 97
562

2010
Recognized
gain (loss)

Contracted
amount

Fair value

¥ (3)
(15)
¥(18)

¥ —
974

¥ —
994

2011
Recognized
gain (loss)

Recognized
gain (loss)

¥—
20
¥20

$ (36)
(180)
$(216)

Note: The fair values were estimated by multiplying the contracted volume by the commodity future price.
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Derivative transactions for which hedge accounting was applied
Forward currency exchange contracts outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011
Contracted
amount

2010

2011

Fair value

Contracted
amount

Fair value

Fair value

¥43,574
4,710

¥42,074
4,762

¥30,200
3,084

¥29,974
2,924

$506,001
57,270

20,200
5,271

19,156
5,436

3,738
4,445

3,776
4,179

230,379
65,376

714

¥16,752
[717]

291
[7]

7

—

—

84

291
[7]

7

—

—

84

21,987
[829]

835

16,752
[717]

747

10,042

—
—

¥15,855
2,508

—
—

1,136
14,165

Hedges for which the “Deferred hedge” method was applied
Foreign currency exchange contracts
To sell foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others
To buy foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others
Foreign currency options
To sell foreign currency options
Put
U.S. dollars
Call
U.S. dollars
To buy foreign currency options
Put
U.S. dollars
Call
U.S. dollars

¥21,987
[829]

¥

¥

378

$

8,587

Hedges for which the “Assigning” method was applied
Foreign currency exchange contracts
To sell foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others
To buy foreign currencies:
U.S. dollars
Others

¥27,937
2,528
1,285
23,788

¥

¥

—
—
—
—

$

—
—
—
—

Notes:
1. Foreign currency exchange contracts
The fair values were estimated by multiplying the contracted foreign currency amount by the forward rate.
2. Foreign currency options
The fair values were estimated by obtaining quotes from counterparty banks.
3. Hedges for which the “Assigning” method was applied
For certain accounts receivable and accounts payable denominated in foreign currencies for which foreign currency exchange contracts were used to hedge
the foreign currency fluctuations, the fair values were included in the fair values of the hedged accounts receivable and accounts payable.
4. Option premiums were presented below the contracted amount with brackets [ ] .
Foreign currency options were zero cost options which mean that option premiums were not payed and received.
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Interest rate swap agreements outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011
Contracted
amount

¥223,337

2010

2011

Fair value

Contracted
amount

Fair value

Fair value

¥—

¥261,575

¥—

$—

Hedges for which the “Exceptional” method was applied
Interest rate swap agreements
To receive floating and pay fixed rates

Notes:
1. The fair values were estimated by obtaining quotes from counterparty banks.
2. Hedges for which the “Exceptional” method was applied
For certain long-term debt for which interest rate swap agreements were used to hedge the variable risk to interest, the fair values were included in the fair
values of the long-term debt.

Commodity forward contracts outstanding at March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note1)

Millions of yen

2011
Contracted
amount

¥ 3,345
16,901

2010

2011

Fair value

Contracted
amount

Fair value

Fair value

¥ 3,609
17,957

¥ 4,415
15,972

¥ 4,845
18,192

$ 43,403
215,959

Hedges for which the “Deferred hedge” method was applied
Commodity forward contracts
To sell commodity
To buy commodity

Note: The fair values were estimated by multiplying the contracted volume by the commodity future price.
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7. Short-Term Borrowings and Long-Term Debt
Short-term borrowings at March 31, 2011 and 2010 consisted of the following:
Millions of yen

Bank loans (average rate 2.19% in 2011 and 1.69% in 2010)

2011
¥80,443

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2010
¥108,475

2011
$967,444

Long-term debt at March 31, 2011 and 2010 consisted of the following:
Millions of yen

1.04% to 3.4% yen bonds, due 2011 through 2019
Loans, principally from banks and insurance companies
Less current portion

2011
¥213,186
531,313
744,499
126,051
¥618,448

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2010
¥213,422
584,572
797,994
59,637
¥738,357

2011
$2,563,872
6,389,814
8,953,686
1,515,947
$7,437,739

Millions of yen

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥126,051
99,041
188,412
73,331
70,453
187,211
¥744,499

2011
$1,515,947
1,191,112
2,265,929
881,912
847,300
2,251,486
$8,953,686

The aggregate annual maturities of long-term debt at March 31, 2011 were as follows:

Due within 1 year
Due after 1 year through 2 years
Due after 2 years through 3 years
Due after 3 years through 4 years
Due after 4 years through 5 years
Due after 5 years

At March 31, 2011 and 2010, assets pledged as collateral for short-term borrowings and long-term debt were as follows:
Millions of yen

Assets pledged as collateral:
Plant and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation
Other assets

Secured short-term borrowings and long-term debt:
Bonds (includes those due within 1 year)
Short-term borrowings
Long-term borrowings

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011

2010

2011

¥131,639
35,016
¥166,655

¥163,629
34,972
¥198,601

$1,583,151
421,118
$2,004,269

¥

¥

$

886
13,072
68,283
¥ 82,241

1,122
13,644
81,316
¥ 96,082

10,655
157,210
821,203
$ 989,068

At March 31, 2011 and 2010, included in the assets pledged as collateral were assets that were promised to be pledged as collateral for
short-term borrowings, long-term borrowings and guarantees of loans were as follows:
Millions of yen

Short-term borrowings
Long-term borrowings
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2011
¥2,621
5,506
¥8,127

2010
¥ 3,401
8,127
¥11,528

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$31,521
66,218
$97,739

Financial Section

8. Contingent Liabilities
At March 31, 2011 and 2010, the Group was contingently liable as follows:
Millions of yen

Trade notes discounted
Trade notes endorsed
Guarantees of loans:
Related parties
Others
Contingent obligations based on debt assumption agreements
for bonds with financial institutions

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥20,541
3,636

2010
¥18,651
793

2011
$247,035
43,728

5,852
126

13,265
167

70,379
1,515

—
¥30,155

19,400
¥52,276

—
$362,657

Guarantees of loans include contingent guarantees and letters of awareness of ¥429 million ($5,159 thousand) in 2011 and ¥510 million
in 2010.

9. Net Assets
Net assets comprises three subsections, which are the owners’ equity,
accumulated other comprehensive income and minority interests.
The Japanese Corporate Law (“the Law”) became effective on
May 1, 2006, replacing the Japanese Commercial Code (“the Code”).
The Law is generally applicable to events and transactions occurring
after April 30, 2006 and for fiscal years ending after that date.
Under Japanese laws and regulations, the entire amount paid for
new shares is required to be designated as common stock. However,
a company may, by a resolution of the Board of Directors, designate
an amount not exceeding one half of the price of the new shares
as additional paid-in capital, which is included in capital surplus.
Under the Law, in cases where a dividend distribution of surplus
is made, the smaller of an amount equal to 10% of the dividend
or the excess, if any, of 25% of common stock over the total of
additional paid-in capital and legal earnings reserve must be set
aside as additional paid-in capital or legal earnings reserve. Legal
earnings reserve is included in retained earnings in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets.
Under the Code, companies were required to set aside an
amount equal to at least 10% of the aggregate amount of cash
dividends and other cash appropriations as legal earnings reserve
until the total of legal earnings reserve and additional paid-in capital
equaled 25% of common stock.

Under the Code, legal earnings reserve and additional paid-in
capital could be used to eliminate or reduce a deficit by a resolution
of the shareholders’ meeting or could be capitalized by a resolution
of the Board of Directors. Under the Law, both of these appropriations generally require a resolution of the shareholders’ meeting.
Additional paid-in capital and legal earnings reserve may not be
distributed as dividends. Under the Code, however, on condition
that the total amount of legal earnings reserve and additional paid-in
capital remained equal to or exceeded 25% of common stock, they
were available for distribution by resolution of the shareholders’
meeting. Under the Law, all additional paid-in capital and all legal
earnings reserve may be transferred to other capital surplus and
retained earnings, respectively, which are potentially available for
dividends.
The maximum amount that the Company can distribute as
dividends is calculated based on the nonconsolidated financial
statements of the Company in accordance with Japanese laws
and regulations.
At the Board of Directors meeting held on May 16, 2011, the
Board of Directors approved cash dividends amounting to ¥4,509
million ($54,227 thousand). These appropriations had not been
accrued in the consolidated financial statements as of March 31,
2011. Such appropriations are recognized in the period in which
they are approved by the Board of Directors.
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10. Research and Development Expenses
Research and development expenses included in cost of sales and selling, general, and administrative expenses were ¥29,833 million
($358,785 thousand) for the year ended March 31, 2011 and ¥28,255 million for the year ended March 31, 2010.

11. Selling, General and Administrative Expenses
Selling, general and administrative expenses for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 are summarized as follows:
Millions of yen

Freight
Employees’ compensation
Research and development
Depreciation
Others

2011
¥ 40,977
33,183
10,661
4,393
74,030
¥163,244

2010
¥ 35,223
33,502
10,440
3,951
66,429
¥149,545

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$ 492,808
399,074
128,214
52,833
890,319
$1,963,248

12. Loss on Impairment of Fixed Assets
Loss on impairment of fixed assets for the year ended March 31, 2010 consisted of the following:
Millions of yen

2010
Assets related to Shinko Kakogawa hospital, etc.:
Building and structures, etc. (Kakogawa, Hyogo Prefecture, etc.; 11 properties in total)

¥3,577
¥3,577

The Company and its consolidated subsidiaries grouped their fixed assets based, in principle, on the unit of business establishments and
recognized impairment loss for the assets whose fair value had diminished significantly compared to the book value, due mainly to reaching
a basic agreement with Kakogawa-city to transfer Shinko Kakogawa hospital to the city.
Book values of those fixed assets were reduced to recoverable amounts, and impairment loss of ¥3,577 million was recognized in
the year ended March 31, 2010. The amount of impairment consisted of loss on buildings and structures in the amount of ¥2,299 million,
machinery and equipment of ¥1,169 million, land of ¥89 million, intangible assets of ¥19 million and other assets of ¥1 million.
The recoverable amounts of the assets were determined mainly by the net realizable value based on estimated transfer price.
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13. Income Taxes
Significant components of the Group’s deferred income tax assets and liabilities as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 were as follows:
Millions of yen

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011

2010

2011

Deferred income tax assets:
Tax loss carryforwards
Unrealized profit
Employees’ severance and retirement benefits
Loss on impairment of fixed assets
Accrued bonuses to employees
Loss on write-down of securities
Land revaluation
Loss on write-down of inventories
Other
Total deferred income tax assets
Valuation allowance
Deferred income tax assets

¥ 20,432
17,159
10,947
9,950
8,689
5,099
4,922
3,861
43,403
124,462
(66,024)
58,438

¥ 30,857
17,136
11,454
11,765
7,153
5,944
4,971
5,544
38,444
133,268
(75,262)
58,006

$ 245,725
206,362
131,654
119,663
104,498
61,323
59,194
46,434
521,984
1,496,837
(794,035)
702,802

Deferred income tax liabilities:
Unrealized holding gains on securities
Land revaluation
Special tax purpose reserve
Other
Total deferred income tax liabilities
Net deferred income tax assets

12,136
5,233
3,793
21,441
42,603
¥ 15,835

11,558
5,234
5,563
18,478
40,833
¥ 17,173

145,953
62,935
45,617
257,859
512,364
$ 190,438

The reconciliation of the statutory tax rate and the effective tax rate for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 was as follows:
Aggregate statutory income tax rate in Japan
Decrease in valuation allowance
Differences in tax rates among consolidated subsidiaries
Nondeductible entertainment expenses
Proceeds from compensation for removal
Other
Effective income tax rate

2011
40.6%
(10.4)
(9.5)
—
—
1.1
21.8%

2010
40.6%
—
(38.4)
21.7
(21.4)
4.6
7.1%
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14. Consolidated Statements of Changes in Net Assets
Changes in number of shares issued and outstanding during the year ended March 31, 2011 were as follows:
Number of shares

Common stock outstanding
Balance at March 31, 2010
(No increase)
(No decrease)
Balance at March 31, 2011

3,115,061,100
—
—
3,115,061,100

Number of shares

Treasury stock outstanding
Balance at March 31, 2010
Increase due to purchase of odd-lot stock
Decrease due to sale of odd-lot stock
Increase (decrease) due to other reasons, net
Balance at March 31, 2011

112,684,172
1,521,644
(132,318)
(47,426)
114,026,072

15. Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
The reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents in the cash flow statements and balance sheets as of March 31, 2011 and 2010 was as follows:
Millions of yen

Cash and time deposits in the balance sheets
Time deposits due over 3 months
Short-term investments with maturities within 3 months included
in current assets and other
Cash and cash equivalents in cash flow statements

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥145,875
(130)

2010
¥131,939
(173)

2011
$1,754,360
(1,564)

43,963
¥189,708

79,933
¥211,699

528,719
$2,281,515

16. Related Party Transactions
Net sales include sales to Shinsho Corporation, which is an affiliate of the Company, of ¥216,325 million ($2,601,624 thousand) and
¥194,331 million for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.
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17. Employees’ Severance and Retirement Benefits
The liability for severance and retirement benefits included in the liability section of the consolidated balance sheets as of March 31, 2011
and 2010 consisted of the following:
Millions of yen

Projected benefit obligation
Fair value of pension assets
Unrecognized net transition obligation
Unrecognized actuarial differences
Prepaid pension cost
Liability for severance and retirements benefits

2011
¥(163,592)
142,799
278
16,921
(25,752)
¥ (29,346)

2010
¥(174,536)
146,644
452
22,638
(28,446)
¥ (33,248)

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$(1,967,432)
1,717,366
3,343
203,500
(309,705)
$ (352,928)

Included in the consolidated statements of operations for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 were severance and retirement benefit
expenses that comprised the following:
Millions of yen

Service costs – benefits earned during the year
Interest cost on projected benefit obligation
Expected return on plan assets
Amortization of net transition obligation
Amortization of actuarial differences
Severance and retirement benefit expenses

2011
¥ 6,387
3,357
(260)
174
2,220
¥11,878

2010
¥ 6,564
3,585
(248)
91
3,126
¥13,118

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
$ 76,813
40,373
(3,127)
2,093
26,699
$142,851

Notes:
1. The estimated amount of all retirement benefits to be paid at future retirement dates is allocated equally to each service year using the estimated number
of total service years.
2. The discount rate was mainly 2.0% for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010.
The rates of expected return on plan assets were mainly 0.1% for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010, respectively.

18. Segment Information
Segment information
1. Overview of reportable segments
The reportable segments of the Group are defined as components of an entity, for which separate financial information is available, that is
reviewed regularly by the Board of directors to decide how to allocate management resources and to evaluate operating performance.
The Company has business departments based on products and services (a part of product and service is made by subsidiaries) and
every business departments and subsidiaries plans domestic and foreign global strategy to operate business.
The Group consists of segments of business departments and subsidiaries based on products and services. The reportable segments
consist of five business groups of the Company and subsidiaries (Iron and Steel, Welding, Aluminum and Copper, Machinery, Natural
Resources & Engineering) and three business groups of subsidiaries (Kobelco Eco-Solutions, Kobelco Construction Machinery, Kobelco
Cranes).
2. Methods to calculate sales, income (loss), assets and other items of reportable segments
The accounting policies of the reportable segments are the same as those described in “Note 2, Summary of Accounting Policies.” Profit
(loss) of reportable segments is based on ordinary income (loss). Intersegment sales prices are based on prices applicable to transactions
with third parties.
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3. Information about sales, income (loss), assets and other items of reportable segments
Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

Sales to outside customers:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Intersegment sales:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Total sales:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Segment income (loss):
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
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2011

2010

2011

¥ 802,924
76,353
301,144
149,198
62,546
67,377
311,946
35,295
50,239
1,552
1,858,574

¥ 705,993
76,081
260,728
166,218
57,343
78,965
213,133
46,829
62,700
3,032
1,671,022

$ 9,656,332
918,256
3,621,696
1,794,323
752,207
810,307
3,751,606
424,474
604,197
18,665
22,352,063

37,458
1,438
2,873
5,324
1,719
2,228
1,197
5,673
15,341
(73,251)
—

36,098
121
1,034
7,554
8,222
3,923
1,446
8,384
15,071
(81,853)
—

450,487
17,294
34,552
64,029
20,673
26,795
14,396
68,226
184,498
(880,950)
—

840,382
77,792
304,017
154,521
64,264
69,605
313,144
40,968
65,580
(71,699)
1,858,574

742,091
76,202
261,762
173,772
65,565
82,888
214,579
55,213
77,771
(78,821)
1,671,022

10,106,819
935,562
3,656,248
1,858,341
772,868
837,102
3,766,013
492,700
788,695
(862,285)
22,352,063

23,734
4,621
14,790
14,513
3,052
3,136
26,303
(1,364)
6,494
(6,196)
89,083

(24,691)
1,740
2,228
20,859
4,742
1,651
5,536
1,226
3,091
(6,123)
10,259

285,436
55,574
177,871
174,540
36,705
37,715
316,332
(16,404)
78,100
(74,516)
$ 1,071,353

¥

¥

Financial Section

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

Assets:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Depreciation:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Amortization of goodwill:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Interest income:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total

2011

2010

2011

¥ 969,394
62,327
213,798
149,748
74,839
52,316
285,066
44,251
161,164
218,630
2,231,533

¥ 974,382
59,192
215,617
117,390
99,119
66,465
234,277
49,062
157,180
276,662
2,249,346

$11,658,376
749,573
2,571,233
1,800,938
900,048
629,176
3,428,334
532,183
1,938,232
2,629,345
26,837,438

75,732
2,800
15,737
5,749
553
1,203
6,452
910
3,446
2,238
114,820

78,718
3,308
18,171
5,333
531
1,175
4,446
997
3,862
2,294
118,835

910,788
33,674
189,260
69,140
6,651
14,468
77,595
10,944
41,443
26,915
1,380,878

—
486
21
—
1
—
10
—
—
—
518

—
—
—
—
—
—
58
—
15
129
202

—
5,845
253
—
12
—
120
—
—
—
6,230

77
46
130
26
635
18
2,516
18
47
(383)
3,130

81
36
86
109
536
12
1,730
30
54
(353)
2,321

926
553
1,563
313
7,637
216
30,259
216
565
(4,606)
37,642

¥

¥

$
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Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

Millions of yen

2011
Interest expense:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Equity in income (loss) of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Capital expenditures:
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total

72
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¥

¥

8,272
23
2,060
191
83
70
3,938
88
547
5,413
20,685

2010
¥

10,061
70
2,465
355
27
108
2,670
92
630
4,844
21,322

2011
$

99,483
277
24,775
2,297
998
842
47,360
1,058
6,578
65,099
248,767

2,498
365
(446)
22
(1,084)
—
492
(61)
1,153
139
3,078

1,628
310
(561)
45
(130)
—
(657)
16
935
222
1,808

30,042
4,390
(5,364)
265
(13,037)
—
5,917
(734)
13,866
1,672
37,017

36,850
1,293
634
312
7,710
—
7,309
336
9,840
(3,171)
61,113

37,343
2,274
1,841
326
6,191
—
3,939
253
9,146
1,939
63,252

443,175
15,550
7,625
3,752
92,724
—
87,901
4,041
118,340
(38,136)
734,972

54,544
971
9,551
3,686
324
1,809
12,372
2,411
4,646
1,064
91,378

82,286
1,089
8,679
8,163
554
456
20,573
1,301
4,037
1,601
¥ 128,739

655,971
11,678
114,865
44,329
3,897
21,756
148,791
28,996
55,875
12,796
$ 1,098,954

Financial Section

Notes:
1. Other Businesses include Shinko Real Estate, Kobelco Research Institute and other businesses.
2. Details about adjustments at March 31, 2011 and 2010 are as follows:
Segment income (loss)
Adjustment is mainly financial profit or loss which isn’t attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Assets
Adjustment is mainly investments in securities which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Depreciation
Adjustment is related mainly to the assets of administrative departments which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Amortization of goodwill
Adjustment is related mainly to investments of consolidated subsidiaries which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Interest income
Adjustment is related mainly to intersegment transactions.
Interest expense
Adjustment is related mainly to financial liabilities which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Equity in income (loss) of unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Adjustment is related mainly to affiliates which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.
Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and affiliates
Adjustment is related mainly to intersegment transactions.
Capital expenditures
Adjustment is related mainly to the assets of administrative departments which are not attributed to reportable segments and other businesses.

Related information
1. Information by products and services
This information is omitted because division of products and services is the same as that for reportable segments.
2. Information by geographic segments
(1) Net sales

Japan
China
Others
Consolidated total

Millions of yen

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥1,192,613
263,466
402,495
¥1,858,574

2011
$14,342,911
3,168,563
4,840,589
$22,352,063

(2) Plant and equipment
This information is omitted because book value of plant and equipment in Japan is over 90% of that on the balance sheet.
3. Information by major customer
Net sales

Shinsho Corporation
Metal One Corporation

Millions of yen

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011
¥267,029
211,897

2011
$3,211,413
2,548,371

Loss on impairment of fixed assets by reportable segments
Nothing to report
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Amortization and balance of goodwill by reportable segments

Amortization
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total
Balance
Iron and Steel
Welding
Aluminum and Copper
Machinery
Natural Resources & Engineering
Kobelco Eco-Solutions
Kobelco Construction Machinery
Kobelco Cranes
Other Businesses
Adjustment
Consolidated total

Millions of yen

Thousands of
U.S. dollars (Note 1)

2011

2011

¥ —
486
21
—
1
—
10
—
—
—
518

$
—
5,845
253
—
12
—
120
—
—
—
6,230

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
¥ —

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

$

Amortization of negative goodwill by reportable segments
Nothing to report
Supplemental information
Effective from the year ended March 31, 2011, the Group has adopted the revised accounting standard, “Accounting Standard for
Disclosures about Segments of an Enterprise and Related information” (Statement No. 17, revised by the Accounting Standards Board of
Japan on March 27, 2009) and the revised guidance, “Guidance on Accounting Standard for Disclosures about Segments of an Enterprise
and Related information” (Guidance No. 20, revised by the Accounting Standards Board of Japan on March 21, 2008).

19. Net Income per Share
The basis of calculating net income per share for the years ended March 31, 2011 and 2010 was as follows:

Net income

Thousands of
shares
Weighted average
number of shares

For the year ended March 31, 2011
Net income available to common shareholders

¥52,940

3,002,113

¥17.63

For the year ended March 31, 2010
Net income available to common shareholders

6,305

3,002,451

2.10

Millions of yen
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Yen

U.S. dollars
(Note 1)

EPS

EPS

$0.21

Financial Section

Independent Auditors’ Report

To the Board of Directors of
Kobe Steel, Ltd.:

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Kobe Steel, Ltd. and
consolidated subsidiaries (the “Group”) as of March 31, 2011 and 2010, and the related consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, changes in net assets and cash flows
for the years then ended expressed in Japanese yen. These consolidated financial statements
are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to independently
express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audits.

We conducted our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in Japan.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the consolidated financial position of Kobe Steel, Ltd. and consolidated
subsidiaries as of March 31, 2011 and 2010, and the consolidated results of their operations
and their cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in Japan.

The U.S. dollar amounts in the accompanying consolidated financial statements with respect to
the year ended March 31, 2011 are presented solely for convenience. Our audit also included
the translation of yen amounts into U.S. dollar amounts and, in our opinion, such translation
has been made on the basis described in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements.

Osaka, Japan
June 23, 2011
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Domestic and Overseas Offices

Head Offices

Overseas Contacts

Kobe Head Office

New York

Shinko Building, 10-26, Wakinohamacho 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe,
Hyogo 651-8585, Japan
Tel: (078) 261-5111 Fax: (078) 261-4123

Kobe Steel USA Inc.
535 Madison Avenue, 5th Floor
New York, NY 10022, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-212-751-9400 Fax: +1-212-355-5564

Tokyo Head Office
9-12, Kita-Shinagawa 5-chome, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-8688, Japan
Tel: (03) 5739-6000 Fax: (03) 5739-6903

Detroit
Kobe Steel USA Inc.
19575 Victor Parkway, Suite 250
Livonia, MI 48152, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-734-462-7757 Fax: +1-734-462-7758

Branch Offices
Singapore
Osaka
Midosuji Mitsui Building, 1-3, Bingomachi 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka,
Osaka 541-8536, Japan
Tel: (06) 6206-6111 Fax: (06) 6206-6101

Kobe Steel Asia Pte. Ltd.
72 Anson Road #11-01A Anson House,
Singapore 079911, Republic of Singapore
Tel: +65-6221-6177 Fax: +65-6225-6631

Nagoya

Hong Kong

Nagoya Prime Central Tower, 27-8, Meieki 2-chome, Nishi-ku, Nagoya,
Aichi 451-0045, Japan
Tel: (052) 584-6111 Fax: (052) 584-6105

Kobe Steel Asia Pte. Ltd.
Room 1604, MassMutual Tower, 38 Gloucester Road,
Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: +852-2865-0040 Fax: +852-2520-6347

Sales Offices
Hokkaido (Sapporo)
Tohoku (Sendai)
Niigata (Niigata)
Hokuriku (Toyama)
Shikoku (Takamatsu)
Chugoku (Hiroshima)
Kyushu (Fukuoka)
Okinawa (Naha)

Bangkok
Kobe Steel, Ltd.
Bangkok Office
10th Floor, Sathorn Thani Tower II, 92/23 North Sathorn Road,
Khwaeng Silom, Khet Bangrak, Bangkok 10500,
Kingdom of Thailand
Tel: +66-2636-8971 to 8974 Fax: +66-2636-8675

Beijing
Research Laboratory
Kobe Corporate Research Laboratories
5-5, Takatsukadai 1-chome, Nishi-ku, Kobe,
Hyogo 651-2271, Japan
Tel: (078) 992-5600 Fax: (078) 992-5532

Kobe Steel, Ltd.
Beijing Office
Unit 1005, Bldg. A, The Lucky Tower,
No. 3 North Dongsanhuan Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100027, People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86-10-6461-8491 Fax: +86-10-6461-8490

Shanghai
Kobelco (China) Holding Co., Ltd.
Room 3701, Hong Kong New World Tower,
300 Huai Hai Zhong Road, Luwan District, Shanghai 200021,
People’s Republic of China
Tel: +86-21-6415-4977 Fax: +86-21-6415-9409
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Investor Information

Founded
Incorporated
Employees
Fiscal Year
Ordinary General Meeting of
Stockholders
Authorized and Issued Share
Capital

(As of March 31, 2011)

Distribution of Shares

September 1905
June 1911
9,933 (Consolidated 34,772)
April 1 – March 31
June of each year

■ Japanese financial institutions: 31.59%
■ Japanese financial
instruments Business Operators: 0.93%
■ Other Japanese corporations: 22.78%
■ Japanese individuals and others: 27.48%
■ Foreign investors: 17.23%

Authorized: 6,000,000,000 shares
Issued:
3,115,061,100 shares

Principal Stockholders

Directors’ and Corporate Auditors’ Stockholdings

At March 31, 2011, the ten largest stockholders of the Company
Stockholdings were as follows:

The following is a list of the directors and corporate auditors and their
stockholdings in the Company at March 31, 2011

Thousands of
shares

Percent

Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account)

126,591

4.06

Hiroshi Sato

233,000

Yuichi Seki

Nippon Life Insurance Company

119,045

3.82

Tomoyuki Kaya

137,000

Takao Kitabata

Nippon Steel Corporation

107,345

3.45

Takashi Matsutani

165,000

Takuo Yamauchi

Number of shares owned

98,000
7,000
10,000

Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.

107,345

3.45

Kazuo Shigekawa

128,000

Toshinori Okoshi

54,000

The Master Trust Bank of Japan, Ltd. (Trust Account)

100,493

3.23

Ikuhiro Yamaguchi

109,000

Jun Miyazaki

73,000

Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.

64,669

2.08

Hiroaki Fujiwara

109,000

Yoshikazu Ikeda

22,000

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation

52,333

1.68

Tetsu Takahashi

88,120

Shigeo Sasaki

14,000

Tsuyoshi Kasuya

92,000

Takashi Okimoto

SSBT OD05 OMNIBUS ACCOUNT — TREATY CLIENTS

52,317

1.67

The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd.

47,348

1.52

Sojitz Corporation

45,016

1.45

0

Public Notices
http://www.kobelco.co.jp

Note: The Company’s holdings of treasury stock (109,033 thousand shares) are not
included in the above figures.

Note: All public notices of the Company shall be given by electronic means. In the event
that the Company is unable to give electronic public notice, the public notices
shall be published in the Nihon Keizai Shimbun.

Listing and Quotations
Kobe Steel is listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, the Osaka Securities
Exchange and the Nagoya Stock Exchange in Japan. American Depositary
Receipts for common stock are traded over the counter in the United States.

Transfer Agent & Office
Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation
4-5, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8212, Japan

Depositary for American Depositary Receipts
Independent Auditors

The Bank of New York Mellon
101 Barclay Street, New York, NY 10286, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-201-680-6825
U.S. toll free: 888-269-2377 (888-BNY-ADRS)
URL: http://www.adrbnymellon.com
SYMBOL: KBSTY
CUSIP: 499892107
EXCHANGE: OTC

Common Stock Price Range
Stock price (Yen)
500

■ Stock price

KPMG AZSA LLC
6-5, Kawara-machi 3-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka 541-0048, Japan

Tokyo Stock Exchange (High/Low)
TOPIX

TOPIX (points)
2,500

400

2,000

300
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200
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100

500

0

0
■ Trade volume

Trade volume (Thousands)
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Information
Japan

IR Group, Corporate Planning Department, Kobe Steel, Ltd.
9-12, Kita-Shinagawa 5-chome, Shinagawa-ku,
Tokyo 141-8688, Japan
Tel: +81-3-5739-6045 Fax: +81-3-5739-5973

U.S.A.

Kobe Steel USA Inc.
535 Madison Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10022, U.S.A.
Tel: +1-212-751-9400 Fax: +1-212-355-5564

URL: http://www.kobelco.com
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